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Insight h orked with ''~
EAP's, empl ers, and
insurance companies for over
26 years. In that time, we've
helped manage th are of over
90,000 people. Insi is ratio of
therapists to clients ne of
the highest in the co y, and
our costs are lower tha e
national average. All of
is a result of our continu f
treatment services. Each client
receives individualized care that
meets their special needs. Let
us show you how we can help
manage your clients care by
calling 1-800-441-5092.
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The Recovery People for 26 years
Alcohol, Substance Abuse & Menral I-lealth Programs for individuals and families •Detoxification •Residential Care

Outpatient Services •Halfway House •Conveniently located throughout Michigan and Florida •Accredited by the

Joint Commission on Accrediation of Health Care Organizations QCAHO).

Four Years Agcy,
June ~xlas

Gardening ~~it~
The~~Irong Tools.

She: was taking uppers to get

out of bed in the morning, drinking

liq~~or ro keep going, and rrangi.iilizers

to go to sleep. "They became my tools

for everyday living and helped izze

'~ deal with my pain. I became an

'alcoholic workaholic' and alienated

my entire family because of my

depression," says June. "For 13 years,
I stayed drunk because I wanted to

forget that I was the one behind the

wheel when the car accident claimed

the life of my only child."

Guilt raged within June ~urtil

she entcr~c~ Williiz~;way Hospit~~l.

"Now I see the beauty of all that is

~ around me and my life is positive. I

am so thankful Willingway had the

answers to change my lifestyle.°

"At Willingway, people under-

stood me, loved me and accepted me.

They knew what was wrong with me.

They told me I had an illness called

alcoholism, and that I could recover."

Today June focuses on a new program

of living that allows her to accept the

dlin~s she cannot change.

Wlllin;~waY
~ ~ Hos italP
all Jones Mill Road

St<ltesbaro, GA 30458
(912)764-6236.1(800)242-9455
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THE VOICE OF EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Plus .. .
Make My Life Easier, in Guest Commentary. A message
to treatment providers marketing to EAPs.—page 18

What Every Supervisor Should Know About the
EAP. Steps for enlisting supervisory awareness and
support for the EAP.—page 48

Printed on Recyclable Paper j~~~
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May/June Volume 12, Number 4

the Cover
Stress and trauma in the workplace highlight this issue of EAP
Digest. From factory floors to office hallways to retail counters, stress
is taking its toll on the workforce. For EAP professionals, awareness
of the problem is a first line of defense.
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Stress in the Workplace
A worker's poor nutritional and exercise habits, an organization's cul-
ture or management style—stress may seem an inherent part of work.
It doesn't have to be. Learn how to identify and address stress in the
workplace.

Thomas W. Miller, P1zD, ABPP, Douglas Jones, MSW, and
Jeanne M. Miller, BS (cand.)

Family Stress and Employee Productivity
IYs a fundamental EAP principle—problems at home most often spell
problems on the job. A look at some of the stressors facing today's
families and how these may impact employee productivity.

Joan Krusor, M.Ed., and James A. Blakey, MA

Critical Incidents and Traumatic Events:
_ The Differences

A review of current theories used to distinguish critical incidents from
traumatic events.

CarolAnn Frolkey, MA, CEAP

When a Co-Worker Dies on Duty
Upon the death of a co-worker, an organization's position is often to
serve the living through 'business as usual.' The author suggests,
however, that the means for grieving and addressing the lessons) of
the loss be allowed.

Marianne L. McManus, P1zD

Assisting Families with the Trauma of Suicide
Some 1.25 million Americans will attempt suicide this year. Some
30,000 will succeed. The author offers useful information as to why
some choose suicide, how to intervene, and how to assist those
touched by suicide.

Jolin Hipple, PIiD

Identifying PTSD Among Vietnam Veterans
It was from the experience of war that traumatic reaction—known as
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)—was first identified. Issues for
assessment and referral with PTSD-affected Vietnam veterans are
presented.

Rita A. Chaney, MS, CEAP
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reenleaf's mission is to develop a comprehensive, cost efficient,
quality delivery system for the treatment of psychiatric and
addictive diseases. We are a private corporation which seeks a

return for its shareholders by providing quality, holistic treatment facilities
and programs which pursue the highest standards. Therefore, we are
committed to the following Code of Ethics:

TO provide treatment services to all people, adhere to the ethical standards of their
regardless of sex, race, national origin or disciplines.
creed, and to be an equal opportunity
employer. TO encourage all Greenleaf staff to

continually increase their education, training
and skills.TO offer a variety of treatment programs

and alternatives in order to provide
individuals and families with opportunities
for recovery which are most appropriate and
least restrictive.

TO be honest in all public statements,
advertising and publicity. To avoid
misrepresentation of any kind, recognizing
that therapeutic and professional relations
can be maintained only on a basis of honesty
and integrity.

TO make available clear and understandable
information to individuals and families
concerning treatment plans, cost obligations
and outcome expectations.

TO refer individuals or families to another
professional or program for treatment when
it is in their best interest.

TO respect the dignity and well-being of
individuals and families and to inform them
of their rights.

TO maintain confidentiality of all records,
materials and communications concerning
individuals and families, as allowed by law

TO strive to recruit well trained, competent
professionals who are licensed and certified
to provide efficient treatment and who

TO support the well-being of the community
by providing continuing education and by
contributing time, talents, and finances to
the efforts of charitable and civic
organizations.

Greenleaf believes in
the highest standards.

H E A L T H 5 Y S T E M 5 I N C.

Regional Centers Serving the Nation:

Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia
1-800-982-9922 ■ (404) 861-4357

Valdosta, Georgia
1-800-247-2747 ■ (912) 247-4357

Jonesboro, Arkansas
1-800-800-0496 ■ (501) 932-2800

coHNOan rF oH~r~~ce

Chattanooga, TN 37415
(615) 870-5110
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oday's workforce is under`
siege. The occupying force
stress.
Some statistics from a ~ ~' ~ ,..

Northwestern National Life Insurance <~
Company survey on stress and
employee Uurnout:

~ 46% of those surveyed report feel- ~ ..
ing "hig111y stressed," up from 20% in I ~ \
1985.

~ 72% say they experience frequent stress-related physical or
~ mental conditions, conditions that could impact health care
~ "̀` costs.

s 34% thought seriously aUout quitting their jobs because of
stress while 14% say stress actually drove theirs to gi.iit or
change jobs. l
• 91% Uelieve that employers must do something to reliev "

stress.
(See "Close-Up," page 20, for more findings from that study.} w

'How° we work has become as important as'that' we work.
New technologies demand greater skill from each worker. As
these skills are mental in nature, we're finding it 1larder to leave
our work at the plant gate or office Ind our family concerns at
home,
Time carries more significant meaning to today's workforce.

Workers in other countries are increasing productivity levels at
faster rates, and 'efficiency ratios' have become as crucial as cor-
porate bottom lines. In today's global economy, it's the efficient,

~; quality, and smart workforce that succeeds ...that's stress.
Consider, too, the composition of today's workforce. Workers

'! are more apt to be single or from two income families where
tune management is a real quality of life issue. We're also working
slightly longer hours for markedly less pay than we were 20
years ago. Mare stress.
Now throw in the larger social issues such as recession, health

care, and crime. We feelless in control, less valued as individuals,
and are shifting blame to the influencers as evidenced by the
protest vote during the recent political primaries.

More to tl~e EAI' field, this issue of control is behind the recent
'einpowerinent' movement—facing greater influence from in-
surers, greater demands from employees/clients, and the need
for greater accountability fi~om our employer/sponsor, we're
pressing forward into areas t11at may impact the field for
decades to come.

This issue of EAP Digest is devoted to stress and trauma. Iden-
tifying stress, responding to it, preventing it, helping ofihers to
overcome it—these are real issues for today's EAP professionals. ■
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EAPs ADO~r Pov~x~u~, NEVI
PROBLEM-SOLVING TOOL

Most Frequently Used
EAP Services

I.22oAL

MENTAL
HEALTH
17%

MARITAL
11% FINANCIAL

10%

More EAPs Identify Legal Counseling As
The Single Most Needed Service

• Almost every behavioral health issue can togger a legal problem. That's
why some of the country's hest EAPs now provide legal counseling through
LAWI'HONE, a national legal assistance program.

• LAWPHONE helps you reach troubled employees who deny they have a
problem or are afraid to seek help. Encourage them to come to you when
substance abuse or family problems get them into legal trouble. Their legal
troubles will signal your cotmselors that deeper problems may exist.

• LAWPHONE gives you attorneys nationwide to counsel employees over the
telephone or in person. You can quickly reach an attorney in any state by simply
dialing our toll-free number.

•You'll be confident because our 7500 firms are carefully selected and
monitored. Our average Access Attorney has 20 years of legal experience.

• Clients will value your services even more because you'll provide them
with a complete problem-solving package.

• Call now so you don't miss a single chance to help another troubled employee:

1-800-535-1182
Advisory Communications Systems, Inc. • 4501 Forbes Blvd. • I.~inham, ~iD 20706

,~ ~fl
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Are You Assessing the Whole Picture?
Announcing ... Coping &Stress Profile

The Coping &Stress Profile instrument assesses stress, coping resources and satisfaction
in four areas of life; personal, work, couple ~ncl famzly. The personalized computer report
provides a comprehensive picture of your clieq,

Advantages for EAP Cq, ors ~ Assessment Scales Include
• Comprehensive assessmei •Stress (4 areas)
• Saves time by reducing s s' •Coping resources (22 in 4 areas)
• Wealth of diagnostic irlf 'o •Satisfaction (4 areas)

Materials Provided ~ ~" Scientifically Developed
• Personal Report (15 or 19 pag s ~ Clinically relevant
• Building Coping Resources booklet •Over 30 scientific scales
•Group Report - 10 or more people •excellent reliability and validity

Please call or write for more information on the
Coping &Stress Profile. Life Innovations

1300 Godward Street Suite 6850

~ L I F E I N N O VAT I O N S ran Minneapolis, MN 55413-1764

Call Today • 800-441-1940
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Doug Jones believes that most stress workshops
are hazardous to your health—not enough practical
information! Let's face it, we don't need any more
"should be doings" in our lives.

In this video, Doug teaches how to rely on natural ways
of dealing with the stresses of life. He'll show you what
you already do instinctively to relieve stress—and have you
do it more often!

By Telephone Q
1-800-453-7733
MasterCard or~,S~Only For Only
~~y FAX 0
313/588-6633
MasterCard, Visa,
or purchase order

By Mail ~ ,
Performance Resource Press 60 minutes. VT-084C
1863 Technology Drive •Suite 200
Troy, MI 48083-4244
MasterCard, Visa, or purchase order

Talk About the WHY, not the

WAR on Drug Abuse

I'm sick and tired of reading and
listening to people associated

[with] employee assistance ex-
pound on the 'War on Drugs.° If

you want to declare anything
relevant to the subject of alcohol

and other drug abuse, why not tell

the truth? People have and will

continue to utilize a wide variety

of mood altering chemicals in

order to deal with and alter their
consciousness.

There will never Ue a drug-free

society, and anyone who believes

there will be is naive. I-iuman

beings have utilized mood altering
chemicals throughout recorded

history and long before the ability
to document. Using mood altering
chemicals has been and will con- ~
time to be an intrinsic aspect of
human nature. If EAPs want to do
something constructive for em-
ployees, employers, and society in
general, they should start talking
about the WHY of alcohol and drug
aUuse, not the WAR on drug aUuse.

Doug Hockle~
Employee Assistance Manager

Employee Henitlz Services
B.C. Tel

Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada

EAP Digest Welcomes
These New Advertisers

Gracie Square Hospital

Krames
Communications

National Treatment
Consortium

1Veponset Valley
Health System

Profiles of Health
Systems

Serenity Support
Services

Yellowstone Treatment
Centers
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NOW AVAILABLE IN
EPANISHI

cau i-soo-asp-77~
FOR FREE SAMPLE

Stimulants HH-002
Describes medical and nonmedi-
cal uses, and the signs of chronic
abuse.

Preventing Alcohol &
Other Drug Use

HH-003
The emphasis is on preventing
problems from the perspective of
a friend, parent or citizen.

Cocaine &Crack
HH-004

Complete overview of risks and
long-term physical and
pychological effects of use.

Marijuana HH-005
Answers the most frequently
asked questions on the effects of
the drug on the human body.

Inhalants HH-006
A complete listing of the most
frequently abused substances
and the risks associated with use.

h~~~..~.. ~v~.. r~ SE1[.al1,f~
TR,~.1~1111iED

DISE.atiEs
I~~ ALCOHOL

-- DEPRESSION

~DBPENfIBh~B .,. -.....„\ -- _ ___

i

Create Your Own Resource Center Using
the Helping Hand Pamphlet Series
Ideal for drug-free workplace and schools, EAPs, mental health and wellness programs, screen-
ine and referral centers, substance abuse and student assistance nroerams.

Hallucinogens HH-007
Defines and emphasizes the
negative effects and dangers of
LSD and other hallucinogenic
substances.

Depression HH-008
Describes the scope of the ill-
ness, symptoms, and practical
advice for helping.

Codependence HH-009
Defines the characteristics of
codependence, how to get help,
and how to maintain your own
recovery.

Alcohol HH-010
Focuses on eKects, dangers, and
kind of help available for our
biggest drug problem.

Sexually Transmitted
Diseases HH-011
Answers questions and outlines
guidelines to prevent the spread
of infection.

Eating Disorders
HH-012

Magnitude of the problem is
discussed; types of disorders are
explained and high-risk factors
are listed.

Narcotics HH-013
Includes symptoms, dangers and
treatment options for addicts.

Helping a Friend with a
Drinking Problem

HH-016
Explains intervention and
emphasizes the importance of get-
ting involved and avoiding enabling.

When ordering, list item number(;
number of packages desired, and
if a licable.

Drinking, Drugging, and
Driving HH-017
Geared toward underage youth with
a strong NO-USE message.

personalization

Youths, Alcohol & 
S ecial Starter Kit HH-018Other Drugs HH-014 p

Alerts readers to danger signals,
society's contribution to the
problem, and early predictors of
alcohol and other drug use.

Tobacco HH-015
Explains why people smoke and
the risks of smoking to the
smoker and nonsmoker.

P

R

Number of

Packa es
Number of
Pam hlets Standard Personalized

""̀"" ̀ .~

purchase our attractive pamphlet display unit and any 12 pamphlet
titles and you receive your pamphlets personalized FREE!Cost per Cost Per Cost per Cost per

I (50 per/pkg.) Pamphlet Package Pamphlet Package Display Unit ......X129.50
C 1-4 50-200 $.30 $15.00 N/A NSA 12 Pamphlet Titles ...... $132.00
I 5-10 250-500 $.26 $13.00 N/A NSA Personalization .... FREE

N 11-40 550-2,000 $.22 $11,00 $.27 $13,50 STARTER KIT TOTAL ...... 261.50

G 41+ 2,050+ $.20 ~io.00 $.24 $12.0o A $60.00 SAVINGS!
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LifeLink, a subsidiary of Pacifi-
Care Health Systems, has named
Mark Covington as vice president
responsible for overseeing the
company's managed care opera-
tions and national expansion ef-
forts. Covington had served as
president and owner of Mer-Med,
a health care industry consulting
firm. He brings 22 years ex-
perience to LifeLink which offers
managed behavioral health care
services to employers through
four California offices—Laguna
Hills, Santa Ana, Pasadena, and
Burlingame.

Thomas L. Moore, PhD, and Jill
Brandenburger have been named
partners in Herbert &Louis, a
managed care, chemical depend-
ency, employee assistance, and
wellness program firm with of-
fices in Oregon and California.
Both Moore and BrandenUurger
had served with the Owens-Corn-
ing Fiberglas EAP and Wellness
Program. Moore takes office in
the firm's West Linn, Oregon,
location, and Brandenburger
takes office at the firm's Laguna
Beach, California, office.

Pearl Gong, MD, has been named
adolescent chief of service at
Mountain Wood, a Mediplex
Group, Inc., alcoholism and other
drug aUuse treatment facility lo-
cated in Charlottesville, Virginia.
Dr. Gong comes to Mountain
Wood from Elmhurst Hospital
Center where she was founding
director of the Asian Psychiatric
Inpatient Unit and assistant at-
tending psychiatrist.

Philip M. Torrance II, MD, MPH,
FACPM, has been appointed
medical director of The Gabriel-
sen Group of Pennington, New
Jersey. Torrance had previously

10

served as medical director of the
Andrews Air Force Base Alco-
holisin Rehabilitation Facility and
brings several years experience in
psychiatry and addiction recovery
to Gabrielsen's outpatient
psychotherapy and addiction
treatment practice.

The Gabrielsen Group staff: (standing,
L to R) Dr. Philip Torrance II, Rosemary
Wolinsky, Harold Clotworthy. Seated

(L to R): Lucy Harman, Betts GaUrielsen,
Judy Prichason.

Sharon Borges, RN, MA, RNCS,
CRC, has joined the department
of Uehavioral medicine at South-
wood Community Hospital,
Norfolk, Massachusetts, as an
addictions specialist. In this
capacity, Borges will oversee
continuing education, orientation,
and patient resource activities for
the department.

0
William R. Beardslee, MD, has
joined the Scientific Advisory
Board of the Children of Alcoholics
Foundation. Dr. Beardslee is an
associate professor of psychiatry
at the Harvard Medical School,
clinical director of the Department
of Psychiatry at the Children's
Hospital of Boston, MA, and has
been recognized for his research
contributing to the mental health
of children. The Children of
Alcoholics Foundation is Uased
in New York.

Laura Andrucki has been mined
director of community relations for
the Van Ost Institute for Family

Living, Inc., of Englewood, New
Jersey. Andrucki joined the In-
stitute in 1991.

Elizabeth McCarty and Bonnie
Michaels have joined The Partner-
ship Group as vice presidents of
the Group's Chicago office. The
two had served with Managing
Work &Family, Inc. Based in
Lansdale, Pennsylvania, The
Partnership Group assists em-
ployers in providing dependent
care assistance and family
resource programs.

Tom Claunch, CAC, has been
named international consultant
for Willingway Hospital in
Statesboro, Georgia. He most
recently served in a similar role
with Castle Craig Clinic, a residen-
tial alcohol and drug abuse treat-
ment program located near
EdinUurgh, Scotland. A former
president of the National Associa-
tion of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Counselors and founder of the
AlaUama Clergy Conference on
Addiction, Claunch will act as a
liaison with foreign-based com-
panies located in the U.S. and
Willingway Hospital.

The executive director of the
Sahuaro Vista Ranch, Carol S.
Trenery, RN, has been appointed
to the faculty of the Suzanne
Somers Institute for the Effects of
Addictions on Families. Treneiy
is also a memUer of the Board of
Directors of the National Associa-
tion of Addiction Treatment
Providers (NAATP) and serves as
president of the Arizona Chapter
of NAATP. Sahuaro Vista is a
women s treatment program
located in Tucson, AZ.

The St. Louis Area Employee
Assistance Program, a division
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,~ Poster Serie

Employee Assistance Programs

Screening ~ Referral Centers

Alcohol &Drug Abuse Programs

Mental Health &Wellness Programs

Occupational Alcoholism Programs

1

Colorful, eye-catching, and geared to specific services ... the EAP Poster Series
provides a toes-cost way to reach your target audience. Designed to promote
selF-referrals and primary prevention, the series can help you increase your
program's penetration rate.

Ideal For a variety of programs: EAPs, screening and referral, alcohol and drug
abuse, mental health and wellness, and occupational alcoholism.

'V'~e Posher Series Offers:
• A systematic approach to communicating your services to your target

population.
• A program designed to increase your penetration rate and promote self-

~eferrals, and primary prevention.
• Full-color posters with thought provoking captions.
• Imprinting with your program name and phone number.

het 9Ua~. D-1108 1-24 Sets 25-99 Sets 100•Up

Price Per Set ca PoSCe~,~ $10.00 $8.50 $7.50
Individual Poster Prices 1-50 Posters 50-Up

$1.50 ea. $1.25 ea.

Add $30.00 For imprinting up to 4 lines of copy. Free imprinting on orders
of loo sets or more. 

TO ORDER CALL

FAX 313/588-6633
Use the handy order form below.

Order Form ~~ °der forth to: Perlorm~nce Rewurce Pro~~, Inc.,
1883 Technology Drlvo, Sidle 200, Troy, Mldilgen 48083

Please send me _ sets of posters (set D-1108) at $ per set.
Please send me the following quantities of the individual posters indicated:

D•11081 D-11082 D-11083 D-11084 D-11085 D•11086 D-11087 D-11088

Subtotal
Imprint (Attach copy to be imprinted on separate sheet) Imprinting

5°/a Shipping and Handling
$20.00 minimum ceder with payment, ($5.00 minimum)
$50.00 minimum with purchase order.

Copy o1 purchase order must accom- 
Ca~ad1811 & FOf8~Ql1 10%

pony all PO orders. All orders payable ($10.00 minimum)
In U.S, lunds. Make checks payable to Michigan Residents
Perlormence Resource Press.

Add 4% Sales Tax

Total Enclosed

Name Title

Organization

Address City

State~Province ZIP~Postal Code Telephone

Please indicate method of payment:
O Payment enclosed O VISA O MasterCard O Purchase Order

Cardholder's name

Card Number

Signature of Cardholder

Expiration Date Telephone number of Cardholder

■

"ICALLED,,, '
betaoee my life
was falling
~o p~eo:a,
one drink
at a time. That
wasatearapo.
Nowlmputing "''~
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one day al a +t1i~
time, and
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D-11081

D-11083

The Latest
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D-11084
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Actual Poster Size is 8V2 x 11

D-11088



Status of EAP Cost-Savings Evaluations: 10% Do, 90% Don't

In a survey of 95 organizations with EAPs, 400 of respondents claim

to conduct cost-savings evaluations for their programs, yet only 100

are able to provide their organizations with an approximate annual

cost- savings figure. The remaining 90o either do not conduct evalua-

tions or conduct evaluations that do not demonstrate cost savings.

When asked of the value of cost-savings data to their employer, 830

of EAPs cited such information as "moderately important" or "very

important." About as many (79%) see an increasing need to monitor

program performance and justify the EAP's existence, When asked about

their program's primary goal, most respondents indicated "successful

treatment of troubled employees" while three respondents cited cost

containment. (Employee Assistance Quarterly)

Less Alcohol Consumption Would Mean Savings in Accidents, Workers'
Compensation Costs

A study of workplace accidents over a 21-year period reveals that

costs have risen dramatically while the frequency of claims per worker

have declined. The study was conducted by the National Council on

Compensation Insurance (NCCI) using statistics from 27 states. Average

claims per worker held steady between 1964 and 1974 and declined by

1984. But the costs of claims increased from $675 in 1964 to $1,724

in 1984, a 4.6o annual increase aftex inflation. Over the same period,

per capita alcohol consumption rose from 1.48 gallons (1964) to 2.26

gallons (1984), a better than 50% increase. NCCI reports that a 10%

reduction in alcohol consumption would have reduced workers' compensa-

tion costs nationwide by approximately $2.5 billion in 1989—$1.85

billion from a reduced number of claims, and $675 million due to a

reduction in claim severity. (NCCI Digest)

Managed Care Poised to "A1~solutely Rule"

Estimates from the Health Forecasting Group of Santa Clarita, Califor-

nia, reveal that managed care plans are in a position to "absolutely

rule" the health care insurance market through 1995. Using data from

several public and private sources, the firm concludes: HMOs will

grow at an annual rate of 90; PPOs will grow by approximately 5%

annually; the point-of-service plan market will double in size; managed

indemnity plans will lose 20 million enrollees as employers and in-

surers convert to HMO and PPO formats; enrollment in traditional,

unmanaged indemnity plans will decline by 50o to 4 million; Medicare

HMOs will enjoy strong growth; Medicaid enrollment will grow slowly

as more states cut eligibility; and, a national health insurance

program will be enacted by Congress, affecting two in three medically

uninsured individuals. (Health Care Competition Week)

Managed Care Association Releases Health Care Reform Plan

On the heels of President George Bush's health care reform plan and

the "play-or-pay" plan touted by Democrats, the American Managed Caze

and Review Association (AMCRA) has released its own reform plan. AMCRA

advocates retaining the present free - market system, but believes costs

can be held through incentives for purchasers and providers develop-

ing innovative purchasing arrangements. AMCRA does not say what kind
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of incentives should be offered, nor who should offer them. The group

also backs a full tax deduction for businesses providing health in-

surance and legislative reform to broaden managed care's role in

Medicare and Medicaid, increase the number of Medicaid recipients, and

eliminate mandated benefits. The group would also encourage doctors

to practice in rural areas and would create a more uniform means for

data to reach consumers for a more informed and healthier consumership.

(Managed Care Outlook)

Ontario Clamps Down on Out-of-Country Inpatient Care

The Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP) which covers Ontario zesi-

dents under Canada's national health care system, has put a stop to

citizen's seeking alcohol and other drug abuse treatment at U.S.

inpatient programs. OHIP reports that U.S. facilities treated some
4,000 Ontario residents in 1991 at a cost exceeding $50 million. In

1989, such out-of - country care cost the province $7 million. Ontario

accounts for nearly half of Canada's total out-of-country medical

payments because of its generous benefits and the fact that it is

the most populated province, Under the new ruling, only patients with

life-threatening conditions requiring services unavailable in Ontario

are fully covered by OHIP for out-of -country services. Yet these

patients must meet a rigorous prior approval protocol that includes a

physician recommendation and a ruling by a health ministry panel.

(American Medical News)

Survey Defines 'Quality' Cost Management

A survey of employers indicates that the top tYlree indicators of a

cost management firm's 'quality' are "responsiveness of personnel_

in answering questions and inquiry follow - through," "timely phone

response," and "aggressive managed care services resulting in reduc-

tion of claims," The survey was conducted by the Cypress, California,

based Pacific Review Services (PRS) for use in marketing its services.

In all, 200 self - insured employers and third-party administrators

received the survey. Rounding out the top ten quality indicators

chosen: (4) timeliness of review decisions and determination letters;

(5) patient advocacy ensuring quality medical care; (6) timely, ac-

curate, insightful data in reports; (7) return on investment for

services; (8) licensed, certified staff; (9) relations with hospitals

and providers; and, (10) the friendliness of personnel.

On the President's National Drug Control Strategy

For the first time in its four years, President Bush's National Drug

Control Strategy mentions alcohol, but only its use among minors,

calling it the "most abused substance by students." The Strategy

focuses mostly on supply reduction (i.e., law enforcement and inter-

diction) with 320 of the budget earmarked for demand reduction. As

for the workplace, Bush supports employers' implementing drug-free

programs, including EAPs and drug testing. He also asks for a 200

increase in funding for treatment and for additional funding to

educate small businesses on the effects of employee substance abuse.

(EAPA Legislative and Public Policy Newsletter)
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No More Stress

Frank P. Burger, CEAP

tress—it's a bummer. Here are two accounts of
how employee assistance programs (EAPs)
worked with employees facing life stress. Both
events took place in paper mills in the southeast.

Greg°s Story
Greg is a good worker with 12 years in the finishing
department of a tissue plant. One day, Marcie, a
union steward and a member of the EAP committee,
noticed Greg was not himself—he seemed distant
and wasri t performing like he usually did. She asked
if everything was alright.
"Not really, Marcie. My wife and I decided to go

our separate ways ...after 28 years," said Greg.
Marcie responded, "That must be hard on both of

you."
"We made the decision two weeks ago," said

Greg. "I thought it would be a piece of cake. The
marriage has been bad for quite a while. You'd think
we'd feel relieved, but it really hurts."

"It's a loss, Greg,. and people grieve losses," said
Marcie. "I went through it, and I learned that from
Carol at the EAP office."
"The EAP? I thought that was for alcoholics and

druggies?"
"It's for anything, Greg. You should go ...you'll

learn a lot about yourself and relationships."
Marcie gave Greg the phone number. Two days

later, Greg saw Carol who made an appointment for
him with awell-respected, licensed social worker.

The social worker revealed "a whole other world,"
as Greg later put it. In addition to other skills, he
learned new ways to cope with stress. "What a con-
trast to how I felt when I first talked to my union
steward. Back then, I thought I was going to lose it."

Greg lives alone now and loves it. He's following
the social worker's advice by not going out right
away and finding a second wife. The social worker
told him he would most likely marry the same type
of person again, only she would not seem to be like
his first wife at all. This is what many people do, he
learned.

Greg is again a productive worker in the finishing
department. No more stress.

Betty's Story
At another paper plant, Betty became distraught
upon hearing that her mother's nursing home was
going to close. The nursing home wanted to know
when Betty could make arrangements to move her
mother. Trouble was, the nursing home was out of
state—and she had just two weeks to find a new
home.

The nursing home staff wasn't helpful at all in
advising Betty on other options. Betty was also on
the outs with her husband, and she had just accepted
a new job assignment—talk about stress!

Betty remembered having seen a poster aUout help
with family problems on one of the plant bulletin
boards. She took down the EAP phone number from
the poster, thinking at the time that perhaps she
should have called weeks ago when the proUlems
in her marriage first started.

She got an appointment right away with Ned, the
EAP consultant. Ned networked with an EAP pro-
vider from the city where Betty's mother was located
and came up with three nursing home options, all in
the same price range. At last Betty felt some hope.
She and Ned also worked out a plan: Friday night
after work, she would leave for the nursing homes
and check each out; the following weekend, she
would transfer her mother. This solved one stressor.
She then rememUered Ned having made it a point

that she get back in touch with him. She thought it
might have something to do with her husband. She
was half right—Ned arranged an appointment with
a marriage counselor for both of them.

Four months later, Betty felt much Vetter. She and
her husband started working at their marriage from
the first session. Neither wanted a divorce. They had
just stopped communicating. Another stressor slow-
ly disintegrated.

You can bet both Greg and Betty are firm believers in
the EAP. It is taking society a long tune to place as
much emphasis on good mental and emotional health
as on physical health, but we're getting there. t'

Frank P. Burger,
CEAP, is director
of the EAP Services
Department, United
Paperworkers
International
Union, AFL-CIO,
CLC, in Nashville,
Tennessee.

~7VIVITION
H ~NTRAK:..
F1~RSTSTEPTC
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Abuscreen ONTRAK kits provide rapid results for
intake screening, rehabilitative monitoring and
counseling, crisis intervention—any situation in
which immediate drug use status can make a
critical difference in the management of your
clients. Simple-to-perform ONTRAK assays require
no instrumentation. Testing can be performed in
the presence of your client, building trust and
encouraging self-disclosure.

For a significant advantage in your drug counseling
program, Abuscreen ONTFtAK provides accurate,
on-site "yes" or "no" results in approximately
three minutes. ONTRAK can speed results cost-
effectively, without compromising reliability.

Roche Diagnostic Systems
Roche a subsidiary of Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.

Roche Diagnostic Systems, Inc.
1080 US Highway 202
Branchburg, NJ 08876-1760
1-800-526-1247; in Canada 1-800-266-0482
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ON-SITF,T"' Alcohol Tes[ is a trademark of TOXI-LAT3. Inc., Irvine, CA.
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Abuscreen ONTRAK was developed by Roche
Diagnostic Systems and consolidates the experience
gained in over fifteen years of providing quality
products to drug testing laboratories.

Abuscreen ONTRAK kits are currently available
for cocaine, THC, morphine, barbiturates, ampheta-
mines and phencyclidine.

For more information or to order, call
1-800-526-1247.

Abuscreen assays provide only a preliminary analytical test result. ~
A more specific alternate chemical method must be used in order to obtain a
confirmed analytical result (see package inserts).

Abuscreen"

Rapid Assays for Drug Abuse



Make M Life Easier:Y
A Message to Provider Marketers

T1lomas L. Moore, PIiD

or all too many treatment providers, the need to
market for referrals from employee assistance
program (EAP) professionals and managed care
entities has become a focus of survival. Marketing

to these groups is complex, even more so when provides
throw unskilled, unsophisticated marketers—whose
jobs depend on attaining census—at EAP managers.

This article is intended to make life a bit easier for
both EAPs and providers with less time wasted and
less opportunity for marketers to appear foolish.

What is unsuccessful marketing? I asked several EAP
managers this question, and the most frequently
reported response was the belief that the marketer ap-
proached the sales opportunity with an air of confidence
smacking of arrogance. Managers reported feeling
that the experience and success of their own program
was usually discounted by the marketer's zealous at-
tempt to convince them that their treatment services
were the best. Related to this was the managers' percep-
tion that marketers had little desire or time to under-
stand their positions, functions, needs, or problems.

Making sales calls more efficient is not difficult. The
most basic consideration is to do your homework on po-
tential clients. For instance, although many believe that
cost is the main reason for provider selection, it is not neces-
sarily the prime motivator for utilizing services. Other
issues to consider before making sales calls include:

e What kind of EAP does the company have—inter-
nal or external; a focus on addiction or a mental health
or medical model?

~ What is the staff's orientation—recovering,
professionally licensed, or a combination of both? If
the EAP is a recovering person, dori t try to "Bill Wilson'
or "AA" yourself into his/her heart. If you do not know
recovery or attend 12-Step meetings, you probably
would be better off calling on someone else. If the EAP
is a trained clinician, the opposite holds true.
• What is the EAP's format—referral, crisis, coun-

seling, education, training?
a What is its scope—broad or narrow spectrum; total

versus little control over policy, benefits, or providers?
• What are the major issues facing the EAP—budget

constraints, rapid expansion, changing corporate culture?
This last question maybe the easiest to answer. Un-

fortunately, it is usually the least addressed among
marketers.
Among the EAP managers I spoke with, what angers

them most is when marketers attempt to sell theirs
functions in which they already have proven, recog-
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nized expertise. It boils down to simply knowing one's
client. There is a very strong professional network of
women and men who have been successful in this busi-
ness for a long time. Maybe finding out what their
needs are before attempting to "sell'em" could create
some interesting, positive dynamics.

Other examples of the benefits of knowing the EAP
client include:

•Nearly every EAP has a problem following up on
clients. This is simply a function of miinbers. How can
the provider realistically meet this need?
• Most EAPs have a problem successfully treating

"new drug" users. Success rates with cocaine, crack,
and ice are very poor. What can the provider do to solve
this dilemrna without creating more work for the EAP?
• Many EAPs have difficulty making back-to-work

conferences a reality, especially if clients are dispersed
throughout large areas. How can the provider facilitate
a standard among counselors to ensure that effective,
meaningful back-to-work conferences and aftercare
occur? How will this be tracked and reported?
• Most EAPs do not have the resources to support

the chronic relapse-prone client—the dually diag-
nosed and psychiatric patients—with relapse preven-
tion plans, redefined behavioral warning signs, and
preidentified intervention teams to thwart relapse
when warning signs appear. How can the provider
help to insulate the relapse without setting a permis-
sive expectation that relapses are okay?
• Every EAP is under scrutiny of expenditures.

How can the provider enhance the effectiveness of
every dollar the EAP spends for treatment? How can
this be easily documented for the EAP? I-Iow can the
provider create the simplest, smoothest process for
transporting clients to and from the facility for assess-
ments and admissions? EAPs are overworked and
need quick, professional response time.

Only four elements snake a provider's program stand
out: success, service, ethics, and integrity. If success
and service cannot be dernonstrated in the first five
minutes of conversation, then stay home. Deinonsti•ate
successful treatment, and offer your organization as a
service to the EAP/managed care professional.

As for ethics and integrity, if these cannot be
demonstrated in all aspects of the provider's opera-
tions, then consider another career, perhaps one sell-
ing used bridges. ■

Thomas L. Moore, PhD, is a parhler with HerUert &Louis in West
Linn, Oregon.
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childhood to cl~irdren.
The most complete integrated continuum of treatment services for children, adolescents and:
families in the nation. Includes 26 licensed and accredited Residential/Clinical/Educational Programs.

• National Hospital for Kids in Crisis (August 92) an Inpatient Hospital (Acute Psychiatric/Dually
Diagnosed and Intensive Care Unit)

• Acute Residential Treatment
•Diagnostic/Acute Treatment
• Extended Residential Treatment
• In-Home Youth/.Parent Counseling Program
• Day Treatment Programs
• Family Based Residential Treatment
• National Affiliate Outpatient Network
• Psycho-Educational Services

(fully accredited K-12)

• National Family Training and After-Care Network
• National Referral Network for Kids in Crisis
• Pastoral Counseling Services
• Specialized Campus Based Residential Treatment
• Diagnostic Shelter Care
• Intensive Treatment Family Program
• Partial Hospitalization System
• Specialized Community Residential Treatment
• Most Insurance Plans Accepted

For more information call 1-800-346-7827 or 1-800-KID-SAVE, The National Referral Network
for Kids in C~~i~is or write 1650 Broadway, Bethlehem, PA 18015-3998

~~.

Wiley House 1
Treatment CentersSM t s,
The National Center for Kids in Crisis A DIVISION OF ' ~'` KidsPeaee SM

Accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, Middle States Association of
Colleges and Schools and the American Association of Psychiatric Services for Children.
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Hurried U ~, Left Out:p
S~kress and the American Worker

If Freud was right in saying that work is a person s
closest tie to reality, then reality hurts.

It's stress that's doing it. America's workforce is
feeling spread thin, hurried up, and left out. The
results—lost workdays, high turnover, and higher
health care claims—are undeniably employee assis-
tance program (EAP) issues.
Not convinced of the impact? Some seven of ten

(72%) workers experience stress-related illnesses
often, roughly three in ten (34%) have thought about
quitting because of stress, and another three of ten
(27%) say their work is the single greatest cause of
stress in their lives.

These and other statistics are from a Northwestern
National Life Insurance Company (NWNL) study on
stress and its impact on American workers and in-
dustry. The study, released by the Minneapolis-
based NWNL as Employee Burnout: America's Newest
Epidemic, involved interviews with 600 randomly
selected workers during January and February, 1991.
Study participants reflect the male-female ratio of the
American workforce and the distribution of the
workforce among the country's four census regions.1
Among the survey's findings:

1'he Extent of Workplace Stress
Symptom Percentage of

Workers Affected

♦ Experience three or more stress-related
conditions veiy or somewhat often .....................~2%

♦ Feel their job is very or extremely stressful ..............46°~

♦ Feel more pressure to prove their value
to their employer because of the recession ...............4~~

♦ Thought seriously about quitting their job
in 1990 because of workplace stress ......... . ...........34~

♦ Think they will burn out on the job in
the nextyear ortwo ...................................34°~

♦ Say their job is the single greatest cause
of stress in their lives ..................................2~%
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Sources of Workplace Stress
Most Stressful Percentage of
Part of the Job Workers Affected

♦ Too much work, long hours, or deadlines ............... 28~

♦ Working with the public or special populations2 ........ 25%

♦ Your boss or management ............................. 18°0

♦ Your co-workers or employees ....... . ............... . . 15%

♦ Type of work or job responsiUilities3 ....................8%

♦ Other .................................................5%

♦ Experience no stress ....... . ........ . ...................1%
• Slightly more than half (53%) of all workers are

required to work overtime very often or somewhat
often.
• Supervisors find their jobs more stressful than

those who don't supervise.
~ Single or divorced workers report a higher

likelihood of burning out on the job.
• Although only 14% of employees say stress

caused them to quit or change jobs in the past two
years, 35% of new employees (employed less than two
years) left their previous job because of stress.

~ Women and hourly workers are more likely to
think about quitting because of workplace stress.

Stress-Related Illnesses
Type of Illness ' ~ Percentage of

WorJcers Affected

♦ Exhaustion ...........................................62%
♦ Anger or anxiety ......................................62%
4 Muscle pain ..........................................6~%

♦ Headaches ...........................................450

~ Inability to sleep ............ . ... . .. . ............... . .. 45~

♦ Respiratory illness ....................................4~%

♦ Ulcers or intestinal disorders ...........................38°~O

♦ Depression .......................... ..............33%

♦ Hypertension ..........................................~%
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Reasons for Workplace Stress
Percentage of

Stressor Workers
Reporting Stresa

♦ Employer has supportive O Employer does not offer an EAP ... 29°Io

work and family policies ......... 2~% ♦ Employer offers an BAP .......... 1~°Io

♦ Employer does not have effective
management communication ..... 39%

♦ Little personal control over job ♦Employer has effective
allowed ......... . ....... . .......5~°~o management communication ..... 2~~

♦ Adequate amount of personal
control over job allowed '......... ,28%

♦ Merger, acquisition, or change of
ownership in the past year ........5~~

♦ No merger, acquisition, or
change of ownership .............31%

♦ Frequent overtime required , .. , ...41% I~

♦ Little or no overtime required .....26°~

♦ Size of the workforce reduced or
positions eliminated in the
pastyear ........................43%

♦ No reduction in the workforce . , ...2~~

♦ Major departmental reorganizations
made in the past year .............42~

♦ No major departmental
reorganizations made .............29%

•Blue-collar workers are more
likely than white-collar workers
to cite their boss as a bigger source
of stress on the job.

~ The proportion of stress-
related disability cases managed
by NWNL rehabilitation services
has doubled over the last nine
years from 6% to 13%.
• Employees from companies

that offer stress-reduction programs
are nearly half as likely to burn out.
Employees with healthy lifestyles
reported higher productivity, lower
turnover, and lower absenteeism.
• The average cost of

rehabilitating an employee who
has been disabled because of
stress is $1,925.
• Ninety-one percent (91%) of

those surveyed believe employers
must act to reduce stress.

Programs to Prevent
Stress-Related Illnesses

Percentage of
Program ~Norkers with

Illnesses

♦ Employer does not provide health insur-
ance coverage for mental illness and
alcohol and other drug abuse ..... 35°~O

♦ Employer provides coverage for
mental illness and alcohol and 

other21~Odrug abuse ...................

■

Notes:

1For a copy of Employee Burnout, write:
Northwestern National Life, 20 Washington
Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55401.

2Special populations include such groups as
disabled individuals, Beverly ill patients,
children, and prisoners.

3Primarily includes hazardous work,
precision work, work that may involve
severe consequences, shift work, and those
that "don't like their job or responsibilities."

"In a lonely, painful world,
struggled with my eating disorder,
not understanding my Feelings of
guilt, Fear, anger, selF-hatred and
self doubt. Yearsofout-patient
counseling had failed to help me
overcome my disease. Obsessions
with my body, food, dieting and
exercise controlled my life. Then
I discovered Remuda Ranch.

Located just 60 miles north-
west ofPhoenix inthe beautiful
Sonoran Desert, this specialized
treatment center has been designed

exclusively for women su~'ering
with anorexia, bulimia, and related
problems. It's a restful oasis in which
to reflect, replenish, rediscover
and recuperate.

After carefid, comprehensive
assessment of my eating disorder,
an individualized treatment plan was
designed to meet my medical, psycho-
logical, nutritional and spiritual
needs. The spirihial component is
based on a nondenominational
Christian perspective.

attended individual, group,

and family sessions as well as educa-
tionaland nutritional classes. I also
participated in the equestrian program.

Through the power of tn~st,
g~iidance and love, the dedicated staff
at Remuda Ranch helped me rid
myself of the destructive roots of my
disorder.

know asking for help might be
frightening and difficult, but Remuda
Ranch offers hope for a new life.

~,~/~.~

Calls are ~ ~ D ~ Masl insurance
confidential. accepted

Center for Anorexia and Hulimfa
Jack Burden Raad Box 2481 Wickenburg. Anwna 85J58

1-800-4451900
♦ Employer does not have RemudaRanchlslfstedinlhetopl0%of the nation'saccredttedfacilitles

supportive work and 
by theJofnt Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAFIO) -your

family policies ...................40% 
~~~ranceofthehtghestleuelofdedlcated,professlonaltreuhnent.
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COI~NSELING
ASSOCIATES, INC.

tiour comprehensive
clinical service
center in Michigan.

26699 W. 12 Mile Road
Southfield, Michigan 48034
(313) 353.5030

An Affiliate Provider
for National EAPs
Blue Cross/Blue Shield

Sidney H. Crutisber~. Ph.U..
F.xei•uti~•e I)ireclur

EAPs and MANAGED
CARE PROGRAMS save
employers money on

health costs.
They

also save
employees.

HAF IRKS
,~~,

,~, ,~~
Part o!!he Aetna Health Plans family

The country's oldest and largest provider of

EAPs and Managed Behavioral Care Programs.

For more information, call us at

1-800-999-4241

CHURCHILL
ASSOCIATES

(7 years experience Wall St., NY area)

As consultants to
your company,
Churchill Associates
is prepared to provide
you with more cost
effective clinical
networking nationally,
and internationally.

Tel: 207 / 743-5508

Fax: 207/ 743-8982
Sky P~~gc:rv~Ulablc Lo cllcuts only

22

LUCY E
~OPEZ q
BOG
& ASSOCIATES P

• Over 10 years of experience in
the field.
• Experienced, licensed clinical

psychologists.
• Bilingual, culturally sensitive services.IDomenech 400

Penthouse Suite 701
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00918

(809) 763-6708

DORRIS
RURERT T. DORRIS A ASSOCIAiES WC

NATIONWIDE
EAP SERVICES
SINCE 1974
Customized EAP Services,
Child &Elder Care Services
and Managed Behavioral Health
Care Services

Corporate office:
5210 Lewis Road, Suite 7

Agoura Hills, California 91301
(818) 707-0544

FAX: 818-707-0496

Our Fees
won't Add To
Your Problems
We are New York City's leading preferred

provider to corporations, EAP's, and MAP's.
• A professional slate licensed staff is
av2ilable 24 hours, in~ludinq weekends and
holidays. • Uur proven quality assurance
program and Flexible fees help you ma;ntain
the highest standards at manageable health
care costs.

7'he New York Counseling and
Guidance Service

160 West End Avenue, New York, NY 10023
212-36L-1086

Alan Grossman, Director, CSW, CF.AP

Colonial Counseling
Associates

Specializing in

SLib-Contracting

for National EAP's

9446 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32825

1-soo-7so-~s2s
(407) 249-1146

V
Jayne Kiel t1~~oci~te~, Inc.
Assessment/Brief Therapy/Referral Specialists

716855-0880 FAX 855-2456
Jayne Kiel, CSW, CAC 467 Virginia Street
President Buffalo, NY 14202

Indfvldual, Mnrftal/Couples fr Croup Psychotherapy

DANIEL MAHONEY, Ed.D.
Licensed Psychologist

Serving northern New Jersey &Rockland
County New York

EAP & EIUSINESSES
71-Frantlln'Nmpl~e
w~aWk~,NewJersey07450 201/670-4944
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1-800-777-6110

E~~~~.W.~~~P 
e~

An affiliate provider for National EAPs
• 1 - 8 sessions •education

• gatekeeper •continuous quality
improvement

SYRACUSE, NY

R. HOPE ELIASOF, MSW, ACSW
Psycliotliernpist

Individual, Marital, and Family Therapy
Consultation and Parent Education

By Appointment

65 North Maple Ave. ~ Ridgewood, NJ 07650
(201) 445-0550 • (201)767-1975

~•

Occupational Health Centers of America, Inc.

• A pioneer in EAP services
since 1972

t As anon-profit, service is our
only goal

• OFfering full EAP services, including:

— Centml Diagnosis and Referrial

— Short Term Counseling

—Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Benefit Management

— FLII Participation in National Network

— Critical Incident Stress Debrie/"ing

— Sta(f Training and Ongoing Education

6380 Holiday Terrace,
Kalamazoo, Michigan 4~J009

800}/G23-0581 or 616/372-4550
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Your New York affiliate

Martin H. Greenstein, CSW, CEAP
EAP Assesvment, muaseling, cwosulte~lod

~a rouoW-„P

331 Felt 71st S~reu

New York, NY 10021 212/772-7993

DR. FRED VAN FLEET
Spectaltst to Traumattc Stress

Debr[e, f ing

• Debrlet3ngs •Lectures
• Consultations •Workshops

~ Counseling

2096 Lac Du Mont, AI
Hallett, MI 48840 • (517) 339-1755

For Information Call

1-800-726-0526

G4~1~nra 6~ars~ i~~ blrsrsci~tes; ~irc
STRESS MANAGEMENT

MYRNA RUSKIN
President

35 Sutton Place
New York, New York 10022

PRA PSYCHIATRIC GROUP
Serving NW Suburban Chicago

24 Hour Availability

Comprehensive Clinical Services
Chemical Dependency Specialists

Work Place Seminars •Stress Management

708-310-8248

NATIONWIDE
EAP SERVICES

Charles Pilkington
Lawrence Healy

ASSOCIATES
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800/544-3785
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Comprehensive National FAP Provider

E•A•P SYSTEMS
Massachusetts 617-935-8850

Nationwide 800-EAP-6721

The Lytle Corporation
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Employee Assistance Programs
Drug-Free Workplace Programs

Drug Testing Programs

Corporate Office
15 South Montgomery Street
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ASSOCIATES, INC.
Specialists in

Employee Assistance Program Design
And Service

• Comprehensive, Customized
Employee Assistance Programs

• Case Management Services

• National EAP Network Provider

Jesse Bernstein, CEAP, President
1580 Eisenhower Place •Ann Arbor, MI 48108

(313) 973-0606
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Priscilla Lipson, LCSW, CEAP
Paula B. Dicks
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Comprehensive EAP, PPO, &
Managed Care Services
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Thomas W. Miller, PhD, ABPP, Douglas Jones, MSW, and Jeanine M. Miller, BS (cand.)

ork lacep

n estimated 80% of employees experience
some degree of stress in their lives and
wish to do something about it.1 Research
also suggests that more than 70% of all

patients treated in general practice suffer from
stress-related disorders.z The Center for Disease
Control estimates that 5 of the 101eading causes of
death are due to lifestyle.3

Employee assistance programs (EAPs) have
become critical components to addressing quality
of life issues, including the issue of stress in the
workplace. This article describes ways in which in-
dividuals respond to stress, identifies the sources of
job-related stress, and offers useful information to
managing stress at work and in everyday living.

Defining Stress
In its most general sense, stress can be defined
as a mentally or emotionally disruptive influence.
Selye defines it as anon-specific response to any
demand.4 Some researchers restrict their definition
of stress to personal catastrophes such as a life-.
threatening illness. Others include an array of events
that suggest or require a significant change in the

in
tS,

5tresstulliYe events can be negative in the sense

that they are usually socially undesirable. Such
events may include frequent job reassignments, un-
expected expectations of supervisors, or promotional
practices perceived as unfair by the worker. Events
such as weddings, anniversaries, and promotions
are socially desired and therefore positive.b In both
cases, the individual must adapt and change to the
effects of stress.

The impact of stressful events vary from person to
person, and several theories attempt to explain how
an individual processes life stress. Some theories
suggest stress can cause various disorders or psycho-
pathologies while others argue that stress can be
beneficial to employee productivity and morale. One
theory, the victimization theory, suggests that an event
or a series of events can cause psychopathology to
occur in an otherwise healthy person. The theory is
based on research into extreme situations, including
life-threatening experiences. An example of this is
the worker who becomes victim to an industrial
accident that results in physical and psychological
injury to him/herself or others. Though the worker
may have otherwise been healthy for his/her entire
life, he/she now experiences troubling recollections
of the accident which could lead to anxiety or depres-
sive disorders. The predisposition theory holds that
stress results from genetic factors that influence a
person s tolerance level and ability to adjust and

adapt to stressors. For example,
biochemical imbalances in the
brain may result in poor adapta-
tional skills and require medica-
tion and medical supervision. A
third model suggests an additive
burden and contrasts in a number
of ways with the vulnerability
model. It argues that personal
dispositions and social conditions
make independent, causal con-
tributions to the occurrence of
psychopathology. It also argues
that accumulation of small issues
and problems results in emotional
discomfort and distress. The addi-
tiz~e burden theory is seen in a per-
son who accumulates additional
responsibilities and obligations to
the point of burnout. Finally, the
chronic burden theory places less

Managing stress begins
with a person assuming

responsibility anti
control for

himself/herself .. .

emphasis on the influence of
short-term stressful events, sug-
gesting instead that individuals
adjust to stressful or chronic situa-
tions over a long period of time.
However, this accumulated stress
and chronic burden affects an in-
dividual both psychologically and
physically. The victim of chronic
burden may experience depres-
sion or burnout, but may well
develop physical problems such
as hypertension, heart disease, or
a cerebral vascular accident result-
ing in incapacitation.

There are three main categories
of stressors capable of triggering a
stress response: physical, psycho-
logical, and environmental. Physical
stressors may include body condi-
tions such as being overweight or
underweight, using alcohol or
drugs, and poor nutrition. Psycho-
logical stressors, such as anxiety,
frustration, conflict, fear, and
anger, can all lead to a stressful
response. Finally, environmental
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stressors such as noise or over-
crowding challenge a person s
ability to handle stress. The chart
on page 28 summarizes physical,
psychological, and environmental
stressors individuals may face in
everyday life.

Managing job-Related Stress
Sources ofjob-related stress often
include one's attitude toward the
job and whether one believes
his/her work is meaningful. Time
management difficulties, conflicts
with co-workers, and difficulties
adapting to work routine are
other sources ofjob-related stress.

Stress most often shows itself
through moodiness or irritability,
withdrawal from involvement with
fellow workers, difficulty sleeping,
decreased eye contact, fewer con-
versations, and increased consump-
tion of alcohol, caffeine, and nicotine
for self-medication and coping.

Managing stress begins with a
person assuming responsibility
and control for himself/herself in
the environment in which they
function. The following items are
important for managing stressful
life events whether they occur at
work or otherwise.

Nutrition and Healt)z
T'he American Cancer Society (ACS)
reports that fatty foods increase
the risk of a variety of cancers, in-
cludingprostate and breast cancer.
ACS estimates that a person loses
one year of life for every extra 10
pounds of fat, and for every pound
of fat, the body must grow five
miles of capillaries. Overweight
people have three-and-one-half
times the chance of suffering a
fatal heart attack than those of
normal weight. Practicing good
nutrition and understanding the
food groups and the appropriate
balance for one's personal health
will help in managing stress.

Sleep
Close to one-quarter of the nation s
population suffers some form of
sleep disturbance. An adequate
amount of sleep and an under-
standing of the sleep cycle and its
importance is a key component of
stress management. Individuals
with sleep disorders are less active

BEFORE YOU S. c,~J AIVY MORE
TIME OR MONEY ON EAP
PROMOTION, YOU NEED...

JOHN FABJANCE'S
ALCOHOL AND DRUG
AWARENESS PROGRAM

~ I~ N John Fabjance is an
N~ ' ~~ educator, speaker and
entertainer who has presented MIND

GAMES to over 700 clients, including work
organizations such as Kimberly-Clark

Corporation. He has taken his show to
company safety meetings, brown-bag

luncheons, plant picnics, family outings and
other settings, with many repeat bookings.

..

"1 can handle iN
"It can't happen to me"
"1 can stop anytime I want to"
9 am the way 1 am and 1 can't change"
"1 haven't had a problem so far"
"1 know everything there is to know about
the subject"

MIND CAMES is a motivational, handson
program that employs magic, pickpocket
stunts, gambling techniques and proven
teaching methods to help audiences
understand the mental processes that lead
to denial of stigmatized personal problems.

This program is designed to draw attention
to your EAP and encourage supervisors,
employees and family members to use
the services.

M/ND CAMES, a service of Magic
Managemen4 will give you current
information on routing, availability
and pricing for your area.

Magic Management,
P.O. Box 327, Charlotte, MI 48813

Phone: (517) 543-0115
FAX: (517) 543-5524



Common sources of Stress in the Workplace
Job-Related Stressors

I Unfair promotional practices

I Intimidating, demanding
management styles

I Conflicts with co-workers or
supervisors

I Feeling unqualified to com-
plete an assignment

Feeling overwhelmed by work

Lacking support from
management

Poor time management

Boredom

Ps fchological Stressors

I Feeling hopeless or bored

I Too much or too little to do

> Low self-esteem

> Highly self-critical

Lost sense of purpose

Feeling overwhelmed

Feeling not in control of self

I Frequent work or job changes

I Communication difficulties

physically and mentally, less in-
volved in their work, more preoc-
cupied with themselves, and tend
to assume more passive activities.

Weight Control
Overweight individuals are at
high risk for a variety of diseases
and conditions, including high
blood pressure, diabetes, stroke,
coronary problems and kidney
and gallbladder diseases. The
American Association of Clinical
Nutritionists reports that one can
lose a pound a week by reducing

Environmental Stressors

I Excessive noise

I Non-supportive management

> Unfair rating procedures

> No change of routine

I Failure to receive feedback or
recognition

I Unsafe working conditions

I Overcrowded conditions

I Conflicts between employees

500 calories from the diet daily. In-
dividuals within the appropriate
range for their height and weight
tend to be more active physically
and mentally, more productive in
the workplace, and more in con-
trol of their daily lives.

Smoking
Individuals who smoke require
roughly 50% more health care
services than their non-smoking
counterparts. Each year, close to
150 million excess days of bed dis-
ability,100 million lost workdays,

Epworth Children's Home is a JCAHO accredited
facility that provides Residential Treatment for
severely troubled adolescents. For over 125 years
Epworth has cared for the needs of children and their
families, specializing in:

•Individual, group, and family therapy
• Milieu Therapy
e Therapeutic Recreation/Life Skills
• Adolescent Behavioral/Emotional Disorders

and Now...

~ ~

EPWORTH

The Intensive Treatment Unit

• Secure, Locked Unit
• Psychiatric Coverage

• 24-hour Nursing

~ Cost-effective Treatment

• Warmth and Caring

Call for more information:
(314) 961-5718

Epworth Children's Home, 110 N. Elm Ave., St. Louis, MO, 63119

Physical Symptoms
of Stress

I Headaches

l Fatigue

I Increased consumption
of alcohol, nicotine, or
caffeine

I Sleep disturbance

I Avoidance or withdrawal
from others

I Moodiness or irritability

~ Feeling hopeless, trapped in
a job

and some 320,000 premature
deaths can be attributed to
smoking. People who smoke be-
tween one or two packs a day
have 25 times as many cases of
lung cancer than non-smokers.
Some people think smoking

relieves stress, but research shows
that the combination of smoking
and stress produces greater effects
on the cardiovascular system than
either smoking or stress alone.
Even after 20 years of smoking,
smokers who quit may be able
to reduce the risk of developing
lung cancer to the same level of
non-smokers.

Physical Exercise
Physical exercise, when integrated
into one's lifestyle, relieves stress
and tension and contributes to
health and weight management.
To maintain the motivation to
exercise, clinical researchers recom-
mend: workouts should be briskly
paced; avoid over-exercising;
workout in different places; start
the workout at the same time each
day; vary workout activities; keep
a progress chart; set goals; and,
concentrate on success. Many
corporations encourage wellness
programs making it easy for
employees to keep stress in check.

Alcohol Abuse
Alcoholism is a critical factor in
the workplace. More than 10 mil-
lion problem drinkers are at risk
for poor productivity or absentee-
ism, factors that further contribute
to stress for both employees and
managers. Compounding this are
mortality issues arising from both
death and brain damage caused
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by excessive use of alcohol and
other drugs. Also significant is
the impact of abuse on significant
others, including co-workers and
family members.

Managing stress in the workplace
begins with creating a healthy
individual and a healthy environ-
ment. The following strategies
can help manage workplace stress:
• Assess your everyday life

stressors.
• Develop a contract with

yourself to resolve and manage
each stressor identified.

s Use meditation and stress
management techniques regularly.
•Employ imagery in setting

your goals and objectives.
• Use relaxation skills and

deep-breathing exercises to
relieve tension.
• Know your stress-perfor-

mance ratio and find the balance
between underload and overload.

Managers also can adopt
strategies to relieve stress in the
workplace. Among these:
• Develop a management style

that is supportive to workers.
• Encourage a participatory

management style that allows
employees to share thoughts, feel-
ings, and concerns.

+ Provide an atmosphere of
openness with respect to
decisions dealing with change
and promotional practices within
the work setting.

In life, balance is essential. When
there is irritability, fatigue, loss of
objectivity, memory lapses, indeci-
sion, strained interpersonal rela-
tionships, apathy, boredom, and
stagnation, a person's stress-perfor-
mance ratio is off balance. The
impact of stress depends largely
upon a person s specific psychologi-
cal state and how situations are
interpreted, whether at work or
home. ■

See page 59 for a list of references.
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by Joan Krusor, M.Ed., and James A. Blaker, MA

amily life and the need to be a contriUuting
member of society are at once supporting and
conflicting situations.1 As the 21st century
nears, families and the roles of family mem-

Uers are changing. Although the democratic family
is not the standard at present, we seem headed to-
ward afamily system where both parents share the
responsibilities of children, career, and home. This
article considers the connection between family
stress and productivity in the workplace. Informa-
tion has been gathered from research in this area
and from therapists dealing with family stress.

Overload and Interference
Despite rapid advances in technology, the United
States ranks fifth in international measures of pro-
ductivity per person, and research suggests that at
least part of the problem is stress.2 In the early 1980s,
the American Academy of Family Physicians con-
cluded that at least two-thirds of all visits to family
doctors were the result of stress-related symptoms.
Though monetary figures are far from exact, psycho-
logical disorders are costing this nation dearly, and
greater attention must focus on decreasing the
likelihood of their developing in the first place.3

30

The relationship between work and family is
reciprocal.4 Kanter states, " .. , if the emotional
climate at work can affect farnilies, so can a families'
emotional climate and demands affect the memUers
as workers."5 Though there is little empirical research
to support the claim, family life affects work life,
and vice versa.

High-risk areas for family stress in the workplace
include role overload and interference issues related
to dual career conflicts, time management proUlems,
and parenting stressors. When the demands of one
or more roles are too much for' the individual to
handle, that's called overload. With role overload, an
individual's work and family role expectations are
contradictory and demands on time and energy re-
quire the individual to do two things at the same
time. Most research points to the need to address
role overload issues for women. Six of every ten new
jobs in this decade will be filled Uy women whose
multiple demands and limited economic opportu-
nities may put them at a high risk for psychological
disorders. In addition, women are generally expected
to Ue the 'emotional glue' of a marriage and family.
Coupled with afull- or part-time job, work and
family expectations become contradictory.
A woman s role conflict may also include inter-

ference. Interference occurs when conflicting demands
make fulfilling both work and family roles difficult.8
For example, a woman's traditional responsibilities
include household chores, community service, and
care for children and other family memUers (e.g.,
an elderly parent, the ill, or disaUled). The resulting
influence in the workplace is a decrease in perfor-
mance due to concern for family matters.9
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Dual career families also face
the frustration of overload and in-
terference. The stress reported
most often by dual career couples
is overload—again, too much to
do and not enough time to do it.
For couples, interference occurs
when both parents attempt to
combine work and family roles.
Naturally this results in the
parents' concern for their com-
petence in both areas.10 Further-
more, the idea of a traditional
family with a male breadwinner
only fits 11 % of today's house-
holds.11 With more women in the
workforce, husbands and wives
now have to balance the dual
roles of work and family life. Yet
despite major changes, it appears
that work and family issues are

I~

The stress reported
anost often by dual
career couples is

overload—again, too
much to do and not
enough time to do it.

still not handled effectively in
dual-career situations. Even among
couples who report sharing dome-
stic tasks equally, women are still
responsible for the bulk of the
work and assume the primary
responsibility for homemaking
and child care.12

Time Management and Other
Stressors
Another high-risk area for family
stress in the workplace is time
management. Overload and inter-
ference demands related to this
suggest: role conflicts associated
with the working mother; the
presence of pre-school and school-
age children; the presence of three
or more important family changes
(e.g., divorce, death, new relation-
ships, etc.); a wife having a higher
career status than her husband;
and, difficulty with work hours
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and scheduling. Other factors
influencing time management
include income, job satisfaction,
age at the time of marriage, and
the ability to organize time for
family activities.13

The most powerful influences
on how people distribute their
time and energy between jobs and
family life are sex role and work
expectations. By the end of the
decade, an estimated two-thirds
of all mothers will be working. As
society views child care and house-
work as primarily the mother's
responsibilities, many mothers
will likely experience 'negative
spillover' from family to the work-
place. In a survey conducted in
1980, working women overwhelm-
ingly reported not having enough
time to meet their home and work
obligations.14 The survey also
found that over 11a1f the family
members felt that the effects of both
parents working were negative.

Another factor influencing the
family issues and work produc-
tivity connection is parenting
stressors. These stressors result in
negative spillovers such as:
•Child care issues, including

problems of day care, latch-key
children, the sick child, and child
emergencies.
• Issues of child development

from pre-school children through
teenagers. Pre-school children re-
quire close supervision and a great
deal of time and energy from
adults. Also, the child's school
and other activities may conflict
with the parent's work schedules.

e Parent and adolescent conflicts.
These include issues such as
physiological changes, peer pres-
sure, testing limits, drugs and al-
cohol use, and sexual behaviors.

Recent research shows that men
are opting to become more involved
in family work. The number of
single parent fathers and fathers
who are'non-traditional' (taking
responsibility for much of the
family's child care and household
tasks) is likely to increase in the
future. This inay compound the
severity of an already major issue
facing employers—family respon-
siUilities and proUleins'im~inging'
upon life at work.
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and efficiency; poor morale; reluo-
tance to accept new responsibilities
at work; an increase in absentee-
ism, tardiness, and employee turn-
over; and, inattentiveness.15

~~µ ~ Because of this, companies are
becoming increasingly concerned
with family stress, specifically

Whenour em to ee comes back to worky p y
~^'ith dual career families, as such
issues ultimately affect corporate

~ profits.16
The influence of family life on

work suggests several prevention
efforts for the workplace. These

~-~- inay include: developing realistic
_. expectations for family, home, and

career; using creative approaches~, ~~ ~ to reduce work-family conflicts;
~ ~ maintaining physical and psyclzo-

logical health to manage the
~~~ t~:~;:;~.:~; q~ !

"s '~`"
demands of career and family; es-
tablishing employee assistance pro-
grams (EAPs) and counseling; and,
providing workshops to address
communication, interpersonal

`~ '~_~~
~ ~E

skills, conflict resolution techni-
ques, and self-image buildi~ng.~~

Employers are now beginning
to address what EAP and human
resource professionals have known

~j all along—problems of family
stress inevitably show up in the

`' workplace. Perhaps the future

hewon't come back alone•
holds even more creative preven-
five measures. Broadening the
range of assistance options to pre-

That's because at Stuyvesant Square, our individualized in-
patient and outpanent treatment programs are designed to help
recovering employees with the challenging transition to a productive,
chemical-free life. Our intensive inpatient treatment includes two full
years of Aftercare, and our outpatient program lets your employees
stay on the job while getting treatment during convenient evening
hours. The Aftercare and outpatient programs are just two facets of
our comprehensive, hospital-based treatment approach which provides
our patients—your employees—with the knowled e, skills and support
theyneed to understand and overcome chemic dependence.

To find out how we can help your chemically dependent
employees become productive again, please call us or write for our
brochure.

Stuyve sant •Square
The Chemical Dependency Treatment Program

of Beth Israel Medical Center
170 East End Ave. at 87th St., New York, NY 10128

vent family stress in the workplace
promotes better productivity and
a healthier workforce. ■
See page 59 for a list of references.

loan Krusor, M.Ed., is president of Family
Connections, Ltd., of St. Louis, Missouri, an
evaluation and assessment cou„selor at St.
Anthony's Psychiatric Center, also in St.
Louis, and an adjunct faculty meinUe►• of Jef-
ferson College in Hillsboro, Missouri. James
A. Blaker, MA, is vice president of Family
Connections, Ltd., and is clinical coor-
dinator and EAP and managed care director
for Psychiatric Consultants, Ltd., of St.
Louis.

(212) 870-9777
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Critical Incidents and
Traumatic Events:

uring World War I, it was known as "shell
shock." During World War II and the
Korean Conflict, it was "battle fatigue."
Following the Vietnam War however,

symptoms associated with the condition were
studied, quantified, and labeled as posttraumatic
stress disorder (PTSD). The American Psychiatric
Association then included PTSD in its Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual, and clinicians began identi-
fying its symptoms among civilians who had been
abused, victimized, injured, or otherwise affected
by various traumatic events.
Trauma and its effects are now widely accepted.

One aspect of trauma requiring further attention,
however, is the critical incident (CI), distinguished
from a traumatic event in that CIs occur in a work or
work-related setting while traumatic events may
occur anywhere. There are also differences between
groups who experience CIs almost daily and those
who do not. While the outcome of each is the same,
other subtle differences need to be addressed to ensure
appropriate intervention, treatment, and follow-up.

CIs and Critical Incident Stress Debriefings
Over the past several years, there has been a rapid
growth in critical incident stress debriefings (CISD).
CISDs are a viable means of intervention for law
enforcement, fire fighters, emergency response
teams, and others dealing with reactions to CIs.
Dr. Jeffrey Mitchell and other trauma specialists
developed a model defining the parameters of a CI
and how it should be handled.1 His parameters as
they relate to fire service personnel include:
• Serious injury or death of an emergency team

member in the line of duty;
~ Serious injury or death of a civilian resulting

from emergency services;
• Almost any case charged with profound
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emotion such as the death of an infant under
particularly tragic circumstances;
• Almost any case that attracts unusual media

attention;
• Any loss of life following extraordinary,

prolonged expenditure of physical and emotional
energy in the rescue;
• Any incident that can be considered a serious

physical or psychological threat or a sudden loss to
the rescuers; or,
• Almost any incident by which the circumstances

are so unusual or the sights and sounds so distressing
as to produce a high level of immediate or delayed
emotional reaction beyond the person s normal
coping mechanisms.

The appropriate intervention for a CI contains
elements of education and support. As affected
individuals—presumably well-adjusted—are experi-
encingnormal reactions to an aUnormal event, the
CISD seeks to normalize reactions, assist participants
in putting the event into an understandable context,
and prevent long-term effects. The goals of the
debriefing process are to reduce the proUability of
PTSD, posttraumatic stress reactions, or other psychi-
atric disorders and to reduce the probability of ac-
cessingworkers' compensation benefits or stress-
related early retirements. One or two meetings are
usually sufficient with follow-up offered as needed.
The differences between those occupations who

deal almost daily with CIs and those who do not
include:

Expectations—Groups who deal daily with CIs
understand that their joUs involve trauma. They
expect to confront these situations and, to some
extent, are prepared. Groups that do not expect CIs
to occur view the workplace as providing a degree
of safety and security.
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Screening—For the most part,
groups who regularly deal with
CIs undergo a medical, physical,
and psychological screening before
entering their chosen profession.
This ensures a greater degree of
emotional and psychological
preparedness for handling trauma.

Cumulative Trauma—Law enforce-
ment,fire deparhnent, and emergency
response personnel may react to the
affects of cumulative trauma rather
than an isolated incident. Also, a
minor incident may result in a
strong emotional reaction because
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of cumulative trauma. Those in
other occupations may experience
only one CI in their entire careers.

Training—Training provides a
type of emotional "innoculation,"
and those who deal daily with CIs
are, for the most part, trained to
handle them. Their employers ex-
pect CIs to occur and develop
policies and procedures to handle
them. Most supervisors are sensi-
tive to posttraumatic stress reac-
tions. Other employers, however,
fail to acknowledge the possibility
of a CI occurring.

A Ste in
The Ri ht

• •

Dlrectlon
CAN CHANGE T~YE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE

If your road is filled with hopelessness, heartaches and
despair because of chemical dependency or
co-dependency, the right turn can turn your life around.
At The Crossroads of Chattanooga we bring families
together who have been pulled apart by the
consequences of chemical dependency.

What's the difference about us? For one thing, we've
gone the extra mile to provide a beautiful, wooded
hideaway where nature can be a part of making you whole
again. Our excellent staff, proven 12-step, specialized
programs, group and individual therapy, and five-day
family weeks are not only outstanding, but very fairly
priced.
We can help open up whole new horizons of

understanding, hope and recognition for you and your
family. But the first step is yours. Take the right
road—The Crossroads of Chattanooga.

■ Twelve Step Modality Treatment
■ AA/NA Alanon Inuo(uement
■ Adult & Adolescent Co Dependency ,_'
■ Specialized Cocaine Program THE
■ Intensive Family Week CROSSROADS■ Medical Supervision
■ Group/Individual Therapy Of Chattanooga■ Suroivors/Grief Focus
■ Adventure Based Counseling A Residential Treatment
■ Regional Aftercare Center for Chemical
■ JCAHO Accredited Dependency & Co-dependency
■ Credentialed Staff

1-800-354-5455
7525 Min-Tom Drive /Chattanooga, T1V 37421
Aaubsltllery o~HAA The Healthcare
vNCOmpany

As the CISD model proves its
effectiveness among various oc-
cupations, other employers are
beginning to realize its benefits.
They recognize that trauma can
impact an employee's work perfor-
mance and increase turnover. Fol-
lowing a CI, estimates are that
employee turnover may reach as
high as 75% ~rvithin a year. With
appropriate intervention, this fig-
ure falls to less than 25%.2 Also,
the incident's impact on perfor-
mance issues such as productivity,
and the development of PTSD,
posttraumatic reactions, or other
disorders, is significantly reduced.

Traumatic Events
Another major difference between
a CI and a traumatic event is in
the degree of personalization. A
CI does not involve victims per-
sonally; victims happen to be in
the wrong place at the wrong
time. In a bank robbery, it is not
the tellers but the bank and its
money that are robbed—the rob-
ber could have gone to any teller
at any bank any time. In contrast,
a robbery in the home is very per-
sonal, violating the individual's
place of refuge.

Traumatic events involve loss
at several different levels. Longer
and more intensive treatment
may be required. Depending
upon the event, the individual
could experience:

Loss of personal property—In a
natural disaster or robbery, the
loss involves property with impor-
tant emotional value. Recovery I
may be even more difficult if the
victim cannot replace the property.

Loss ofself-esteem—Victims of
trauma commonly feel powerless
or helpless. They may hold them-
selves responsible for not prevent-
ing the event, or think that they
should have been able to fix it.

Loss of snfety and security—After
a traumatic event, an individual
may feel unsafe or afraid to Ue
alone at home or in the workplace.
Places that represent safety or
sanctuary may be lost or violated.

Loss of relationship—If the inci-
dent involved the death of a loved
one, the: relationship with that
loved one ends, too. Even if there
is no loss of life, the trauma may
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be sufficient to end a close
relationship (e.g., a man ending
an engagement after his fiancee's
rape, a teenager running away
after the family home burns).

Loss ofidentity—Following a
natural disaster, war, or extreme
personal trauma such as a sexual
assault or incest, the victim may
lose his/her sense of self. Familiar
roles may be altered at home or in
the workplace. If the trauma in-
volved the loss of a relationship
or a change in the family, part of
the individual's identity is also
lost. Reactions and behaviors may
be unexpected, creating doubt
and confusion within the victim.
Victims may question their be-
havior or wonder why they feel
as they do.

Group, family, or individual
therapy emphasizing grieving,
reintegrating, and regaining con-
trol may be appropriate following
a traumatic event. Long-term treat-
ment may be necessary to resolve
the issues and address the losses.

There are times when CIs and
traumatic events overlap or the
boundary between them becomes
blurred. For example, a fire fighter
responds to an accident where the
victim is his brother, or an employee
commits suicide on company
property. Elements of both a CISD
and grief therapy may be needed
to help these individuals.

Conclusion
The term "critical incident" is gain-
ing acceptance, and employers
are willing to fund CISD interven-
tions. Employers must continue
to be responsive when CIs or
traumatic events occur. Work-
related problems may decline be-
cause of appropriate intervention,
and the individual's experience
will be validated. By being atten-
tive to the difference between a CI
and a traumatic event, and provid-
ing appropriate intervention and
treatment, individuals experienc-
ing trauma may recover faster
with less drain on personal, em-
ployer, family, and community
resources. ■

See page 59 for a list of references.

CarolArui Frolkey, MA, CEAP, is a trainer
and CI consultant for U.S. Behavioral
Health in Emeryville, California.
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The Path of Chemical Dependency in Adolescence
E%PERIMENTAL DRUG USAGE

OTHER KNOWN CHEMICAL USE M FAMILY

DECREASE OF ATTENTION SPAN

LOW FRUSTRATION TOLERANCE

WALKING OUi OF CLASS

MISSING CLASS

CNANOE IN GRADES

CHANGE IN PEERS

CHANGE IN APPEARANCE 8
PEflSONAI HYGIENE

OISCONTINWTION OF EXTRA
CURRICUUR ACTIVITIES

FAMILY BECOMES CONCERNED

LO$$ OF OHOINARY WILL POWEP

INCNEASED TRUANCY

ONSET OF DAILY
LENGTHY "XIONS"

IMPAIRED THINKING

INDEFINABLE FEARS

~~ ALl AU815 EXHAUSTED

INCREASED AMOUNTB
FREQUENCY OF USAGE

SLEEPING IN CLASS

INCONSISTENT BEHAVIOR
CHANGE IN DUALITY OF ASSIGNMENTS

POORIN7ERPERSONAL CONTACT

INCREASED NEED FOR
IMMEDIATE GRATIFICATION

INCREASED ABSENTEEISM

DISCIPLINAFY PROBLEMS INCREASE

LEGAL DIFFICULTIES

INCREASED ASSOCIATION WITH ORU~

E NLIGHLENEO AND INTERESTING LIFE
OPENS UP WITH SOBRIETY

E%CUBES RECOGN12E0

CONTENTMENTBFEWAflD$
OF SOBRIETY OCCUN

CONFIDENCE OF FAMILY IMPROVES

flESUMPTION OF EDUCATION ANNA

RETURN$ TO HOME 8 SCHOOL CONTINUES

OES~RE TO RESUME N 
EGINS 

LIFE IMPROVES

IMPROVED GRADES
VRLUES CLARIFICATION $ATTITUDE

BEGMS

IMPROVED PNVSICAL 
TRUST By TEACHERS

CONDITION 
IMPROVES

DIMINISHING FEARS CONTINUES ONGOING
of FUrUHE SUPPORTBTREATMENT

RIGHT THINKING INCREASED EMOTIONAL CONTROL
BEGINS 

SITUATION FACED HONESTLY
ONSET OF NEW HOPE . 

gENEWED SELF INTEREST

DESIRE FOR EDUCATION BEGINS

FAMILY BECOMES
MORE CONCERNED

AWARENESS OF OTHERS BEGINS

REALISTIC THINKING BEGINS

POSSIBILITY SEEN
FOR NEW WAY OF LIFE

GROUP THERAPY

PHYSICAL E%AMINATION

TREATMENT BEGINS

ASSISTED IN
HONEST $ELF APPRAISAL

INFORMED PROBLEM
CAN BE ARRESTED

PHYSICAL, MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL
DETEHIORA710N

NO INTEREST IN SCHOOL

DROPS OUT OF SCHOOL

OBSESSION WITH DRUG USE

VAGUE DESIRE FOR HELP

COMPLETE DEFEAT ADM177EI

LEANNS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
IS A DISEASE

HONEST DESIRE FOR HELP

1987 Bay Medical Center

713 Ninth Street
Bay City, Michigan
48708

1-800-fi28-7314

Toll free in

Michigaa o:
~~i~~ say-s~se

• flezible length
of stay

• oa-site
climbing and
rappelling
tower

• adventure-
based
treatment

• family
program

• educational
support

• psychiatric
consultation

e invite you to attend a conference which includes Employers, Insurance
Companies, Managed Care, Service Providers and Consumers in an effort to

address solutions and viable approaches to work together and create...

Third Annual National Conference on Treatment Initiatives

August 16-18,1992
Hyatt Regency •Bethesda, Maryland

• • •

• ~• .•-

•.

• • -.

Other Presenters Include: For• more information, w~•ite or call:
•Ellen Reilly, Corning, Inc. National Tlreatment Consortium
• Dr. Curt Reimann, Malcolm Baldrige P.O. Box 1294

National Quality Award Office ~oeKiHc Washington, D.C. 20013
•Cindy Drankoski, IBM (301) 794-4827
• Christine A. Gasiciel, GM O Y
• and much more... ~, 0

ryFR ~

.. . -. .
Compliance Plus •Hyland Center, St. Anthony's Medical Center •

Marworth Treatment Center •New Beginnings •Sheppard Pratt Hospital •
Sierra ltiscon •Professional Counselor Magazine
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This is a drawing by an adolescent.

Its a self-portrait.

treating the anger of a youngster with
conduct disorders sometimes requires
24 hour-a-day sessions. Our three
JCAHO-accredited psychiatric treat-
mentcenters specialize in conduct-dis-
ordered males ages 12 through 18. We
use a holistic approach in a multi-disci-
plinarytherapeutic community with a
structured milieu, a nurturing family

environment, and mainstream school-
ing, Based on more than two decades
of follow-up research, over 70% of our
youths resolve their problems and go
on to lead healthy and productive lives.
We also have therapeutic wilderness
programs for males and females ages
10 through 18. For more information,
call toll-free 1-800-423-1342,

THE
SAINT
FRANCIS
ACADEMY
INCORPORATED

Atchison, Ellsworth, and Salina, Kansas
Lake Placid, New York

The Saint Francis Academy, formerly St. Francis Homes, is an ecumenical agency of the Episcopal church.

Marianne L. McManus, P1zD

roles in the organization are also affected, it is often
a surprise to everyone involved. To continue to be
productive without interfering moods, thoughts,
and feelings, co-workers need to face the reality of
the death and allow themselves time to deal with
their reactions. Ignoring one's reactions can Ue
destructive and long-term.

Following such a traumatic event, the
organization s emphasis is usually on serving the
living through 'business as usual.' Consequently,
many workers' feelings may be walled-off, only to
emerge later in unexpected ways.

What to Expect
There is no one set of feelings all co-workers may
experience, nor any timetable as for when these feel-
ings may occur. The type and intensity of the eino-
tions experienced seem to depend on several factors,
including: whether the 'disaster' was natural or man-
inade; the degree of violence or horror associated
with the death; whether conditions causing the
death continue to threaten others; and, the workers'
grief resources.

Co-workers who have experienced the death of a
colleague display a wide range of emotions:

"Tim 2uas the finest pnrtrter a guy ever )tad. When he died, it
tuns like I tuns empty. I felt nothing for nn~one. 1 did n~~job.
Then, I got angrier and angrier nt those Zoho did this. I started
losing »:~ temper rrt Home and at work."

"When o~:c of Nye other tellers zuns shot in the hold-lip, 1 asked
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myself, 'TMint's the use?' I didn't care if I ever went back to
work agniri. It was so unfair."

"The zooman eulto died in the fire worked in the outer building. I
didn't know her, but just thinking about her makes me sad .. .
I've stopped thinking about my future. 1 don't know what I can
count m1 now, not even living."

°I eons nt lunch when the dirt caved in on Jack. I kept thinking 1
should have done something different. If only I had gone to
lundi inter or called for help faster. There must have been some-
thing 1 could have done."

"Wlicn another pilot dies in a crash, it doesn't matter if you're
Imlf n globe aeua~, yoit yut yourself in /iis shoes. You go tltrouglt
the procedures and tn~ to understand what hnpgened and why .. .
It kept hammering away at me, 'Whose fault is this, whose fault
is tilis?"'

The death of a co-worker can lead to shock,
anger, sadness, guilt, apathy, increased cravings for
drugs and alcohol, cynicism, and a jungle of other
emotions. When the person who dies is a close
friend, the sense of loss is that much greater.
Workexs describe sensations as "all the lights went
out inside" or "it is like a weight on my shoulders I
can't drop." There is a great longing to restore the
relationship. Often, there is a strong urge to make
sure that this kind of death does not happen to
others. Those workers who did not know the
deceased personally, but who share the same kind
of job or work for the same company, tend to focus
their thoughts on the shortness of life and its unpre-
dictaUility. Any worker in the same organization
may notice their pace of work is slower.

Showing Support
While it is not possible to take away the pain that a
death causes, there are ways that an employee assis-
tance program (EAP) professional can offer helpful
support.

Listen. Be available to those who want to talk
aUout the death and listen with interest and concern.
Do not pressure someone into talking about it.

Be there. Those closest to the worker who died
may benefit from someone just sitting quietly with
them as they experience the loss. For another
worker, help may take the form of being cheerful
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and distracting. For others, it
might mean helping them make
plans about what to do next.

Debriefings. Organizations may
offer critical incident stress
debriefings (CISDs) after an on-
duty death. Debriefings areaway
of dealing with normal reactions
to an on-duty death. They help
workers review their reactions in
a confidential, low-key format
thereby minimizing the long-term
effects and enabling people to
build better coping strategies.

LauAli toAetlier. Build moments
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of enjoyment, even if they are brief.
Express your satisfaction. This is

an ideal time for expressing pride
and satisfaction in a colleague's
performance. It is a time for praise.

Refer. When a worker's distress
is lasting and severe, consider help-
ing them make an appointment
with a professional counselor.

Join others. Unite with others in
acting to preserve lives and
prevent future, needless deaths.

From Grief to Growth
Grief and growth may seem like

Recovery Attitude and Treatment Evaluator

POWERFUL and PRACTICAL
placement tools developed by authors

of the ASAM criteria

'*' Objectively documents placement:
- Matching severity of illness with levels of care

~' Strengthens individualized care planning:
- Assessing level of social /environmental support

* Measures treatment progress for utilization review:
- Assessing denial and treatment motivation

*' Cuts through complexities of the ASAM criteria

* Gives quantitative measures to use as evidence for
reimbursement

* Helps meet needs for JCAHO and CARF

New Standards, Inc.
"Home of the o ° Registry"

17 West Exchange St.
Suite 322

St. Paul, MN 55102 -9804

strange partners. Yet part of the
grief-work for each individual is
to come face-to-face with ques-
tions about what makes life
worth living and why people
die who dori t deserve to. These
questions challenge us with each
encounter with death until we
arrive at our own answers. From
these answers can spring a
renewed commitment to living,
loving, and working.

Those who decide to live life
fully in spite of the losses they
must sometimes endure may
show the following changes:
• A reordering of priorities

regarding what is and is not
important.

~ The choice to live and love
with less fear.
• A tendency to do-it-now

rather than postpone pleasures
and dreams for a vague
'someday.'
• A greater openness to

friendships and a readiness to
include others in an inner-circle.
• More patience and compas-

sion for people's eccentricities.
~ A gentleness with people

and a concern for the welfare of
co-workers.
• An increased sensitivity and

understanding toward the pain
others experience.
When a co-worker dies, it is

natural to want to drive reality
from the consciousness. But this
strategy often causes a closing-
down ofhumanity' and close-
ness in relationships. The courage
to confront an encounter with
death, experience the loss, and
grieve can be rewarded by a
profound increase in the fullness
of life. ■

Marianne McManus, PhD, is a
psychologist in private practice in Santa
Monica and clinical associate professor of
psychiatry at the University of Southern
California School of Medicine.
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ach year, some 5,000 teenagers and 25,000
adults commit suicide. Another one million
teens and 250,000 adults attempt self-destruc-
tion, and millions more talk or threaten

suicide. Each instance—threats, attempts, or comple-
tions—touches family members traumatically, and
the family system is never quite the same. This dis-
ruption naturally carries into the workplace in some
way. Consequently, employee assistance program
(EAP) professionals may respond to family members
struggling to recover and normalize their lives. This
assistance centers upon assessment, crisis interven-
tion, education, and referral.

Suicide as a Form of Communication
For EAP professionals working with those touched
by suicide, it is important to have an understanding
of the meaning of suicide. In taking the position that
all behavior serves a purpose, a primary task is to
learn what function self-destruction serves. As such,
suicide can be thought of as a form of communica-
tion—the potential victim is trying to say something
to someone.

There are several primary messages in the suicidal
process. The specific message behind each suicide
varies, yet the following list covers most message
variations:

~ Help me. This is probably the most common message.
Overwhelmed by pain, he/she is reaching out to others.
• Escape is another prevalent message. The pain is

so intense that death by one's own hand is the only
way the victim can think of handling the situation.

•Sadness and fright are also frequently seen in
suicidal individuals. Saddened by loss or change,
self-destruction becomes a way to cope,

~ Anger and revenge. The depth and intensity of
the rage and negative feelings toward others become
impossible to handle.
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• Punishment may be the reason for self-destructive
behaviors. The victim believes he/she has done some-
thing so bad that death is deserved. He/she also
may be afraid to face the consequences of a misdeed,
and suicide seems a way to escape punishment.
• Sliame and guilt is a message closely related to

punishment. These self-judgments can Ue so negative,
suicide may seem the only recourse.
• Manipulation of others is another possible message.

The victim believes he/she has such a low level of
influence or power, he/she turns to a negative
means as a way to deal with significant others.
As the EAP professional clarifies the message,

identifies the recipient of the message, and seeks to
improve the directness and constructiveness of the
communication, the possibility of acting out on
suicidal thoughts is reduced.

Suicidal Characteristics
Suicide is usually not an impulsive act. Especially for
adults, its use as a coping mechanism often develops
slowly. Consequently, the following characteristics of a
potentially suicidal person can be identified over time.
• Hopelessness is the most pervasive of the suicidal

characteristics. At the very moment of the attempt,
the victim has little reason for continuing to live.
• Helplessness is another important characteristic.

For most individuals who think, plan, or complete
suicide, the self-destructive act is a last resort. From
their viewpoint, they have tried everything to deal
with the present problem and have failed. Nothing
remains but suicide.

•Isolation is common. Feeling helpless and hope-
less makes it almost impossible for the victim to be
with himself/herself, let alone others. Also, the
individual's demands often drain resources to the
point where they may push the victim away.
• Ambivalence is the most confusing and frustrat-

ing characteristic. One part of the individual views
suicide as an option. Another part hangs tenaciously
onto life. This duality is upsetting to both the victim
and family members. One minute, day, or week, the
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"Thank heavens a
friend told me about
The Willough's food
addiction program. It
saved my life."

—Ruth K., recovering

Willough alumnus

If you have an employee
with an eating disorder,
we can help. Classic
symptoms of bulimia
nervosa, commonly
known as food addic-
tion, include:

•Obsession with Food

• Overconcern with Body
Shape and Size

•Recurrent Episodes of
Binge•Eating

. Inconspicuous Eating

. Constant Attempts at
Dieting or Fasting

• Frequent Weight
Fluctuations

. Self-Induced Vomiting

. Abuse of Laxatives,
Diuretics and Compulsive
Exercising

For a FREE mini-guide
on food addiction, call
1-800-722-0100.

~TH I:

w ,`~' ♦ illough
AT NAPLES

9001 Tamiami Trail East
Naples, Florida 33962

(813) 775-9500
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life sustaining side is in operation;
the next minute, day or week, the
death leaning side is in power.
The victim is often unable to ex-
plain what is going on or why the
switch occurs. Typically, it is im-
portant not to view this ambival-
ence as a form of manipulation.

~ Mental confusion is quite
common among the suicidal.
Explaining what lies at the root
of their self-destructiveness can be
difficult; what makes sense to them
may not make sense to significant
others.
• Inflexibility as a primary char-

acteristic becomes difficult when
proposing alternative solutions.
The victim is so certain that his/-
her direction is 'right,' helping
him/her see other solutions or
options can be quite a task.

These characteristics are impor-
tant elements in the assessment,
intervention, and educational seg-
ments of suicide prevention. As pro-
fessionals, supervisors, co-workers,
and family members become aware
of these patterns, it becomes easier
to identify the potential victim
earlier in the suicidal process.

These characteristics are also
clues as to what interventions are
most beneficial with the potential
victim. Attempts to increase a sense
of personal strength and resource-
fulness attacks helplessness. Hope-
lessness is moderated as we are
supportive and encouraging. As
more people become part of the
helping picture, the sense of isola-
tion is reduced. Ambivalence alters
as t11e victim begins to under-
stand his/her situation in relation
to the positives that encourage life
and the negatives that promote
death. With understanding, con-
fitsion breaks and more construc-
tive alternatives are identified.

Suicide Risk Factors
Several "personality types" have
a higher than ordinary risk for
suicide. By knowing these, the
EAP professional might well be
able to intervene before suicide be-
comes acommunication option.
• Depression—which also might

be called the 'Royal Road to
Suicide'—accounts for the largest
proportion of suicidal victims.
• Alco11o1 and other drug abusers

are at a high risk for suicide.
Chemicals increase suggestiUility
and impulsivity.
• Physically and sexually abused

individuals, both during and after
the aUuse, have a higher than
ordinary risk for self-destructive
behavior.
• Acting-out youngsters, includ-

ing runaways, chemical abusers,
those with arrest records or school
disciplinary problems, and those
who destroy property or attack
others, are over-represented in
the suicidal population.

Suicide risk increases for those
with patterns involving several of
these categories. The depressed
alcoholic, for example, can be
especially at risk.

If a thorough assessment is
taken during an emotional crisis,
the EAP professional may have
enough data for early identifica-
tion of the individual who might
view suicide as an option.

Crisis Intervention —Risk
Assessment
For an employee who is either
suicidal or has aself-destructive
family member, the first tasks in-
volve assessing lethality or the
level of suicidal risk and deciding
as to the necessity of inpatient or
outpatient services. To accomplish
this, a certain amount of data
must be obtained.
The Uasic question centers

upon the existence of suicidal
thinking. Always ask individuals
in pain if they are thinking of
suicide. If there are no suicidal
thoughts, intervention should
stress the individual's life sustain-
ingness. If there are thoughts of
suicide, questioning should turn
to whether there exists a suicidal
plan. Most suicidal thinkers are
not planners; large proportions of
those in pain do not progress to
that point. Froin an intervention
perspective, emphasizing life and
being empathetic toward the fact
that suicide is Ueing considered
can be helpful.

If there is a plan, assessment
should turn to the Izow of the plan—
the intended weapon or means of
self-destruction, availability of
the weapon or means, and the
level of dangerousness for both.
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This information will provide
clues to the victim's intent.

Finally, the assessment should
center upon wJzen the plan might
be carried out. The time sequence
provides clues as to the chance of
rescue. For example, someone
who plans to overdose an hour
before her husband returns home
may have a better chance at res-
cue than someone who plans to
overdose after everyone leaves
the house for work.
The risk assessment should also

consider: whether any previous
attempts were made; the indivi-
dual's willingness to disclose
details of the decision; willingness
to consider other alternatives; cur-
rent use of alcohol or other drugs;
energy level; and, the availability
of constructive resources.
As the EAP professional

gathers this information, the im-
mediate disposition of the case—
whether the individual should be
hospitalized or if outpatient care
would be sufficient—may become
clear. From a therapeutic interven-
tion position, the EAP profes-
sional can begin to clarify the
message and identify the target of
the suicidal communication. It is
also possible to make positive
gains on affecting the individual's
ai~zbiz~alence during the first ses-
sion. Also, the potential victim
will begin feeling less 1lopeless,
liclpless, and isolated just by being
with a concerned professional.

Intervention
Following the risk assessment, a
detailed action plan can be
developed to further address the
potential victim's characteristics
and communication patterns.
This is also the point at which
as many family members as pos-
sible should be brought into
therapy. Suicide does not exist in
a vacuum; any suicidal thinking,
planning, or action impacts the
family. By dealing with the issues
of the primary client, other family
issues may surface which should
be addressed in therapy. The
familys questions—"Why?" "What
does this mean?" "Where did I go
wrong?" "What did/didn't I do?"
"How am I responsible for this?"—
u•eappropriate topics for discussion.
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~~~~D•~ for Prevention
and Recovery

Stress, a factor in the problem.
Stress management, a factor in the solution.
Stressdots"',~ a tool for successful stress management.

Stressdots monitor stress by changing color
with changing skin temperature.

A Stressdot, worn on the hand, provides
feedback at a glance, making it the perfect
tool for successful relaxation training all day.

Stressdots help build self-awareness while
providing an eirly stress warning signal
that can be responded to effectively with a practical relaxation technique.

Designed to meet your needs. Priced to fit your budget.
Available in a variety of delivery systems:

•Personalized Stressdot Training Card
•Health Fair Kit • Stressdot Kit •Train the Trainer Kit
•Relaxation Exercise Cassette Series .... and more

For Information and Free Sample Call Toll Free 800-666-6505
Mindbody • 4731 West Atlantic Ave. •Delray Beach, FL 33445~~<.

1» 1
At Psychiatric Center of Michigan Hospital, we understand the
unique challenges facing your company. With our wide range of

flexible psychiatric and chemical dependency treatment options,
we can help turn troubled employees to full productivity.

•Free, immediate, on-site
consultations, 24-hours a
day, 7 days a week.

• Inpatient and Partial
Hospitalization Mental
Health Services for adults
and adolescents.

• Back to work conferences.
• Dual Diagnosis.

• LifeSpan — A program
designed for later-life adults.

35031 23 Mile Road
New Baltimore, MI 48047
Call us ... we understand.

1-800/537-'7924

• Behavioral Psychiatric
Program for closed head
injury patients.

• Aftercare services.

• 1CAH0 accredited, OSAS
licensed, OHIP approved.

• Great Lakes Recovery
Center—adult inpatient
treatment center for the
chemically dependent.

Psbchiatric

Center of

Michigan

~ Hospital
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These questions may be answered
if the primary client has attempted
suicide. If there is a completion,
many may never be answered.

For the family with a thinker,
planner, or attempter, interven-
tion must first focus on sustain-
ing life and seeing to it that the
victim is kept safe. Individual
and family issues can then be dis-
cussed and resolved. Improving
communication and problem soly-
ing can be helpful in the early
stages of intervention. By resoly-
ing these issues, the family's ques-

tions can be handled in an educa-
tional format. Gradually, the fami-
ly regains a sense of equiliUrium
and is aUle to continue in a more
constructive manner.

For the family of a completer,
grief is a necessary focus of atten-
tion. The EAP professional can set
the stage for the family to move
successfully through the stages of
grief. As intense anger is quite
common, the questions asked by
families of non-completers are
relevant. For families of an in-
dividual who has been a long-

Our Treatment form
Substance Abuse and Mental Illness
Comes in Many Attractive Packages.

The Center For Behavioral Medicine of the Neponset Valley
Health System is the preferred provider of substance abuse and
mental health services For many major managed health care systems.

Our treatment offers a varied and multi-level approach that has
been proven to be clinically and economically effective.

Because no two people are alike, we offer flexible choices for the
treatment of alcoholism, substance abuse, mental illness and dual
diagnosis. Our treatment options include: inpatient, out-patient,
adolescent, adult, geriatric, male and female, as well as day or
evening programs.

Our staff not only has a thorough professional understanding of
alcohol, drug abuse and psychiatric problems, but is certified and
available 24-hours a day.

If your current behavioral medicine treatment program just isn't
as effective as you'd like it to be, call us today. At the Neponset
Valley Health System, the choice is yours.

1-800-331-2900 for The NORCAP Center
1-800-553-7802 for The Psychiatric Center

508-668-0165 for The Geropsychiat~y Program

H~ The Center for Behavioral Medicine
of the Neponset Valley Health System
111 Dedham Street, Norfolk, MA 02056

I'd like to Team more about The Center for Behavioral Medicine of the Neponset
Valley Health System. Please send me more information.

Title
Organization
Address
Ciry
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term problem, there may emerge
a sense of relief; their lives may
actually be calmer now that the
victim is dead. Many surviving
families never talk about anger
and relief because these feelings
are not thought of as "proper."
The EAP professional can be help-
ful in guiding discussions along
these lines. Grief is an individual
process; its timing varies from
person to person. If meinUers
know that each will recover in
their own way, it can be easier
for the unit to stand together.

Educational Approaches
In some ways, an educational ap-
proach is appropriate at all levels
of work with the suicide-affected
individual and family. Teaching
significant others about the char-
acteristics, the message/target,
and the amUivalence may enable
them to be more timely in their
constructive response. Grief
processes also can be learned. As
the family has a sense aUout what
recovery is like, their movement
through the stages might be less
disruptive or mysterious.

Supervisors and co-workers
also may Uenefit from instruction-
al sessions on the nature of emo-
tional crises, ideas about suicide,
methods of early response and
referral, and ideas about the griev-
ing process. Good education im-
proves the quickness by which a
troubled employee will reach the
EAP and also helps in re-entry to
the workplace.

Referral
Referral for assistance relay be ap-
propriate at any time during the
assessment and intervention pro-
cess. As the client and family mach
a sense of stability during the evo-
lution of the crisis, mental health
treatment providers can carry otit
the necessary long-term care.

For those dealing with suicidal
thinkers, planners, and attempters,
hospitalization must Ue considered.
Outpatient care is usually suffi-
cient for all concerned. For the
attempter, emergency medical
care is essential. After this, most
victims can be treated on an out-
patient basis. In soiree cases, a
short stay on a crisis unit is time
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enough to stabilize the victim,
and outpatient counseling can
finish the task. A still smaller
number require a longer stay in a THE CAP INPATIENT SEX
psychiatric facility.

Because medication is often OFFENDER TREATMENT
necessary, a psychiatrist can be
part of the treatment team. It is PROGRAM AT G RAC I Eusually much easier for the fami-
ly to follow through with the SQUARE HOSPITALreferral if the EAP professional
has done a good job of explaining
why a psychiatric assessment for For the sex offender in need of hospitalization CAP Behavior Associates'
medication is necessary. In-Patient Program at the Gracie Square Hospital in New York provides;

Family counseling and indivi- ■Rapid stabilization, with medication as needed, to facilitate the clients
dual counseling for the primary
victim are usually indicated.

participation in the court process ■ Capping of destructive sexual

Most often, suicide does not exist behavior for speedy return to healthier functioning, Continuity of

in a vacuum, and the relevant treatment on anout-patient basis with long term follow-up
family members are essential to a Services offered also include:
good outcome. The family can be ■Assistance with analysis of the court case t Timely reports by forensic
better prepared for this if t11e EAP mental health experts ■expert witness testimony.
professional defines suicidalness
as a "we" and not an "I" problem. For more information contact the CAP Behavior Associates Inc at

In instances of a suicidal com- ~2 ~ 2~ 779-3126
pletion, grief counseling is essential.
Referral to a group specifically Gracie Square Hospital, Inc.
designed for survivors of suicide 420 East 76th Street

is often necessary. Informal self- Newyork, NY 10021

help groups like Compassionate
Friends can also be helpful.

In making any referral, the
EAP professional would be most

, ~ ,effective in sending the family to
mental health professionals with
similar views on suicide. It would ~
upset all involved if one profes-
sional viewed suicide from one
perspective and others saw it dif-

Hyland Center...The 86-bed facility provides effective alcoholism/chemical

ferently. Therefore, it is important
dependency treatment for adults. Specialized services include stabilization/

that the EAP professional has a
evaluation, cocaine dependency, co-dependency, dual diagnosis, impaired

clear idea of how available profes-
medical/health professionals and relapse treatment programs.

sionals typically work with St. Anthony's Psychiatric Center...As the area's leader in private
suicidal systems, psychiatric treatment, the 152-bed facility has 10 specialized units: Stabili-

Summary
zation/Evaluation, Anxiety Disorders, Dual Diagnosis, Eating Disorders,

In the event of suicidal issues, the
Intensive Care, Intermediate Care, Mood and Thought Disorders, Senior
Stress, Sexual Trauma and Stress.

EAP professional must be prepared
to provide an array of services such Hyland Child and Adolescent Center...Designed specifically for the
as crisis intervention, risk assess- treatment of children and adolescents, the 126-bed facility provides eight
ment, short term intervention, unfts: Stabilization/Evaluation, Chemical Dependency, Dual Diagnosis,
systematic education, and refer- Eating Disorders, Pediatric Psychiatry, Psychiatric, Psychiatric Intensive
ral. As the EAP professional for- Care and Sexual Trauma.
mulates a personal/ professional
view of suicide, these services

you have an option when you call St. Anthony's Medical Centel.

will likely produce a positive,
We of/er inpatient, partial hospitalization, and day and

constructive outcome. ■evening outpatient treatment programs.

see page 59 for a Disc of re~ommenctea ~~a~i,lgs. For more detailed program Information, or to aehedu/e an

John Ripple, PhD, is senior staff counselor
evaluation or admission, call 31 M525-4400 or toll Ires 1800 525-2032.

for the University of North Texas Counsel-
ing and Testing Center in Denton, Texas. St. Anthony's Medical Center

~ pp10 Kennerly Road • $f. LOUIS, Missouri 63128
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Rita A. Chaney, MS, CEAP

ver 1.5 million Americans fought in the
Vietnam War.1 Estimates are that some
500,000 of these veterans have experienced
symptoms of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder

der (PTSD).z The disorder is caused by an
individual's exposure to a stressor "outside the range
of usual human experience."3 PTSD is marked by in-
tense feelings of fear accompanied ley reliving por-
tions of the experience and avoidance of situations
reminiscent of the trauma.

It is not unusual for victims of PTSD to come to
the attention of the employee assistance program
(EAP). Vietnam veterans suffering PTSD may ex-
perience problems such as marital conflict or divorce
issues, work-related stress, parent/child difficulties,
alcohol or other drug abuse problems, depression, or
anxiety. They may also experience aggressive or
violent outbursts, sleep-related difficulties, and
problems in holding a job or coping with stressful
life events.
One of the most important EAP functions is prob-

lem assessment for employees and family members.
Most assessments delve into a client's present prob-
lem by gathering marital, family, social, and einploy-
ment histories, the client's legal and financial status,
substance use history, and mental and emotional
status. A relevant addition to the assessment would

• e

en 1 in

mon
1e nam
e Brans

be to compile the client's history of military involve-
ment. If the client has served in the military, it is ap-
propriate to inquire as to the branch of the armed
forces served and the positions) held, including
whether he/she served combat duty.

The following case describes how one veteran
presented to the EAP.

Case 1: Calvin, a 42-year-old machinist, came to the EAP
seeking assistance for marital proUleins. He gave a detailed
history of his controlling and physically violent Uehavior
with his wife of 20 years, Della, and said he felt consider-
aUle pain following her recent decision to Inoue out. He ad-
mitted having "drinking proUlems in the past" and
reported drinking about one six-pack per inontlt at present.
Calvin readily identified himself as a "well-decorlted Viet-
nam Vet." He also descriUed a history of holding the
scapegoat role in his family of origin.

In contrast, Case 2 illustrates another Vietnam
veteran and the presentation of his concerns.

Case 2: John, a 39-year-old custodian, came to the EAP
due to marital and Ulended family proUleins. He had Ueen
separated from his wife, Ki n, for aUout a month due to a
disagreement over handling her adolescent son, Bill's, Ue-
havior. Jolut appeared depressed and physically wlkempt.
He said he had been drinking excessively over the past two
weeks and that he previously would drink on four oc-
casions aweek, three to four drinks each time. Loss of con-
cenh~atiat at work, drinking to "escape," anxious and tense
feelings, poor eating haUits, and difficulty sleeping were all

continued on pnge 53
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For multi-problem children and adolescents, sometimes short-term hospitalization and outpatient therapies

aren't enough. The Oaks Treatment Center, nationally recognized for the successful treatment of difficult children

and adolescents, has been helping young people since 1945.

As part of The Brown Schools hospitals' 50 year commitment to excellence, The Oaks introduces Managed

Care Services. The Oaks can help put a stop to the drain on benefit dollars caused by repeated hospitalizations

of severely disturbed young people.

Call The Oaks today. Our Managed Care Services System provides a cooperative environment for referral

sources and payors, including discharge and aftercare planning, contractual agreements and information

systems. Our clinical experience worked for him.

1-800-THE-OAKS. Th@ OakSTreatment Center
A Brown Schools
Psychiatric Hospital

1407 West Stassney Lane, Austin, Texas 78745

Accredited by the Joint Commission on the Accreditation

of Healthcare Organizations
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Supervisors are in a unique position to influence troubled employees to seek help. If
properly executed, the supervisory referral to the employee assistance program (EAP)

can be a powerfiil tool in helping employees improve job performance and get the help they
need. In fact, supervisory intervention nay be the only real chance of 'getting through' to
the employee who has previously been unwilling oi~ unable to seek help. In this sense, the
job can be a very powerful tnotivator.

Yet intervening with a troubled employee can be awkward and intimidating, and many
supet,visors prefer to do nothing, hoping that problems will just go away. Other, supervisors
`enable' employees by covering up problems or helping employees avoid the natural conse-
quences of their actions. Often, supervisors avoid asking for assistance because they feel
responsible for handling these problems on their- own. Yet dealing with a troubled employee
can be stressful and overwhelming.
The following procedures offer guidelines for supervisors in dealing with employees

whose ~e~-sonal problems may be interfering with job performance.

~ Steps for Intervening with a Troubled Employee ~
1. Observe employee's job performance.
■ Recognize that a problem exists based on job

performance. Work related problems include
physical signs, mood swings, absenteeism,
accidents, relations with others on the job,
and work patterns. It is important for supervisors
to remember that an employee's personal
problems are a matter of supervisory concern
only to the extent that they affect job perfor-
mance. Job performance deficiencies caused by
personal problems need to be differentiated
from other reasons for poor performance, in-
cluding unclear job expectations, skill deficiencies,
inadequate supervision, and other workplace
obstacles.

■ Establish clear job performance expectations
for the employee.

ll. Consult with the EAP
The EAP can provide expert consultation and sup-
port to supervisors faced with troubled employees
and help determine if an EAP referral would be ap-
propriate. The EAP consultant can add a sense of
objectivity to the situation and coach the super-
visor on how to proceed. Supervisors should not
handle these difficult situations on their own;
they should contact the EAP as soon as they
suspect that an employee's personal problems
might be causing problems on the job.
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lll. Document
■ Document accurate and specific incidents of sub-
standard job performance over a period of time.

■ Documentation should be in writing and
specific as to dates, times, places, and events.

IV. Constructive Confrontation
Constructive confrontation is a highly structured
event involving the supervisor and the employee.
The supervisor briefly explains the purpose of the
session and then asks the employee to remain
silent while he/she presents the concerns. The
employee then responds to these concerns without
interruption from the supervisor. It is important to
recognize that this is nofi an argument or debate.

The following steps outline the supervisory construc-
tive confrontation process:
■ Express care and concern, but don't attempt to

"counsel" the employee. Communicate that you
value the employee as a person as well as a worker.

■ Present specific job performance data from
your documentation.

■ Share with the employee how this makes you
feel—disappointed, angry, sad, embarrassed, guil-
ty, frustrated, etc. Expressing your feelings is a key
element in constructive confrontation because
it personalizes the process, and the employee
cannot argue with or debate your feelings.
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■ Note the employee's pattern of change from
previous performance levels (if applicable).
■ Allow the employee to respond without interrup-

tion. The supervisor may or may not choose to
reply to the specifics of the employee's response,
depending upon the legitimacy of the issues raised.
It is important for the supervisor not to get side-
tracked on excuses or rationalizations. Keep the
focus on the employee's need to take respon-
sibility for his/her fob performance.
■ Outline job performance expectations. State in

measurable terms, if possible, what the employee
must do to reach and maintain an acceptable
standard of performance.

■ Refer the employee to the EAP.

I■ Emphasize the confidential nature of the EAP
and the fact that the EAP is an employee
benefit.

■Note that an EAP referral is strictly voluntary,
but that job performance must improve.

■ Offer to set up an appointment with the EAP
right then and there.

■ Emphasize that the employee needs to follow
through on any subsequent EAP recommendation(s).

■ Express concern, but do not counsel the
employee yourself.

■ Acknowledge that you will be informed as to
whether the employee kept the EAP appoint-
ment, if a follow-up recommendation was
made, and whether the employee followed
through with the recommendation(s).

■ State the specific job consequences if perfor-
mance does not improve within a given period
of time. Refer to the company's policies on
progressive disciplinary procedures.

■ Schedule another review. This keeps both of
you committed to following through on your con-

Dos

terns and prevents this from becoming a "one
shot deal."

■ End the session with care and concern.

(Note: See sidebar below, "Supervisor Dos and Don'ts.")

V. EAP and Progressive Discipline
If progressive discipline becomes necessary, it is im-
portant to refer the employee to the EAP at each
stage of discipline and document that you have
done so. In this way, you are demonstrating good
faith in offering the employee ample opportunity to
receive help. This also protects you in the event of a
grievance for any subsequent job action.

Vl. The Back to Work Conference
Occasionally, an employee needs inpatient treatment
or must take time off from work for other personal
reasons. Returning to work can be difficult and awk-
ward, yet the EAP can assist in this transition by ar-
ranging a "Back to Work Conference" with the
employee and supervisor. The purpose of this Con-
ference is to: support and encourage the employee's
efforts to get help; review the prior work record; and,
implement a plan for a successful return to work.

A Final Note
Intervening with a troubled employee is a courageous
act. Even if the employee chooses not to get help
at this time, you have begun the process of help-
ing the employee face the reality of his/her actions.
In this sense, there are no "failures." If nothing else,
you can feel a sense of relief in that you have not
avoided the problem—you have done everything
possible to help a troubled employee get help
and return to his/her full potential on the job. The
rest is up to the employee. ■

Patrick Dugan, MSE, CADC III, CEAP, is EAP director with the
University of Wisconsin Oshkosh EAP, in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

and
DO establish job performance expectations
and monitor employee output.

~0 recognize when a problem exists.

~0 consult with the EAP as soon as you
suspect a problem.

~0 document problems in employee job
performance.

DO intervene with care and concern.

DO refer the employee to the EAP.

DO insist that job performance improve,
whether or not the employee goes to the EAP.

~0 follow through and hold the employee
accountable,
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Don'ts
Don"t generalize about the employee's job
performance.

Don't try to diagnose the problem or discuss
the employee's personal affairs.

DOtl~t take responsibility for solving the
employee's problem.

D011~t preach or moralize. Focus only on job
performance.

D011~t cover up or enable. This only delays the
employee from receiving help.

~OCI~t be misled by tactics that evoke sympathy,
anger, or denial.

Don't delay.
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MEDIA UPDATE

Clean, Sober, and Unemployed: Strategies for the
Post-Rehabilitation Job Seeker, by Carter E. Elliott.
Human Services Institute, 1991; 210 pp.; softcover,
$9.95. Contact: Human Services Institute, 4301 32nd
Street West #C8, Bradenton, FL 34205; 813/746-7088.
Details a plan of action recovering individuals can
follow to ensure success in the job market. Compre-
hensive in nature, from preparing resumes to main-
taining apositive image. Written by the former head
of a program to place troubled Vietnam veterans in
the workplace.

Disability Management: A Complete System to
Red~{ce Costs, Increase Pro~lrsctivity, Meet Efnployee
Needs, and Ensrsre Legal Comyliance, by Drs. Shiela
H. Akabas, Lauren B. Gates, and Donald E. Galvin.
AMACOM, a division of the American Management
Association, 1992; 288 pp.; hardcover, $49.95. Con-
tact: AMACOM,135 West 50 Street, New York, NY
10020; 212/903-8087. A look at how to establish and
run a disability inanageinent program to save
money, assure compliance with the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA), and make full use of
employee skills. Includes case studies, complete
ADA regulations, forms, and more.

Training far Impact: How to Link Training to
Bxsiness Needs and Measrtire the 1Zes~slts, by Dana
Gaines Robinson and James C. Robinson. Jossey-
Bass Publishers, 7989; 336 pp.; $28.95. Contact:
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 350 Sansome Street, San
Francisco, CA 94104; 415/433-0499, fax. The authors
link training to organizational needs/ goals by iden-
tifying what must happen before and after instruction.
Outlines a 12-step approach for developing and
implementing programs to improve peY~formance
and on-the-job results.

Social Model Alcohol Recovery: fln Environmental
Approach, by Sandra Shaw and Thomasina Borkman
(eds.). Bridge Focus, lzu.; 200 pp.; $29.95. Contact Bridge
Focixs, Tnc., Social Model Materials, 2829 N. Glenoaks
Blvd, #206, Burbank, CA, 91504; 818/563-5500. With 19
contributing authors, offers information on the
development, application, and practice of social model
recovery programs. Includes profiles of social model
environments in Los Angeles County. Also available, a
five-part videotape to enhance information in the book
or for use as a training resource.

When Self Hetp Isn't Enough: Overcoming Addiction
and Psychiatric Disorders, by A. Scott Winter,
MD. PIA Press, 1990; paperback,138 pp.; $7.95,
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Contact: The PIA Press, 19 Prospect St., Summit, NJ
07902-0100; 800/874-2919. Examines the nat~ire of dual
diagnosis and its treatment, stressing the biological,
psychological, environmental, and spiY~itual com-
ponents of recovery.

Don't CaIT it Love: Recoven~ From Sexual Addiclio~r,
by Patrick Carnes, PhD. Bantam Books,1991; 439 pp.;
paperback, $12.50. Contact: Bantam Books, 666 Fifth
Ave., New York, NY 10103; 212f765-6500. Reveals
results o! a five-year study on sexual addiction with
helpful inventories, "Addicts' Best Advice' sections,
and more.

The Healing Wad: A~tslt Recovery from C1iilriliood
Serial Ahuse, by Kristin A. Kunzman. Hazeldon,
1990;150 pp.; paperback, $7.95. Contact: Hazeldon
Educational Materials, PO Box 176, Center City, MN
55012-0176; 800/328-9000, within the U.S.; 800/257-
0070, within MN; 612/257-4010, AK and outside U.S.
Survivors of childhood sexual abuse learn how to be in-
tirnate in a healthy way, claim a healthy sexuality as
their right, apply positive coping mechanisms to heal-
ing, and begin to understand the dynamics of addic-
tion and sexual abuse.

No More Secrets, No More Shar~le: Un~terstanding
Sex7~a1 A1~use and Psychiatric Disorders, by David
Sack, MD. PIA Press, 1990; 135 pp.; paperback, $7.95.
Contact: The PIA Press, l9 Prospect St., Summit, NJ
07901; 908/277-9191. Discusses the nature of sexual
abuse, the psychological havoc it creates, and the treat-
ment options needed for adults to overcome shame
and begin the healing process.

Feminism and Addiction, by Claudia Bepko, MSW
(ed.). The Haworth Press, Inc., 1992; 224 pp.; hard-
cover, $32.95; softcover, $17.95. Contact: The Haworth
Press, Inc., 10 Alice Street, Binghamton, NY 13904-
1580; 800/342-9678. Twelve articles addressing adciic-
tion, codependency, treatment, and training in a
feminist context. Formerly appeared as the Journal
of Feminist Family T1lerap~, Volume 3, Numbers 3/4,
1991.

The National Directory of Addresses and Teleplzorie
Nrt~rtbers, 1992 Edition, bq Omnigraphics, Inc.
Hardcover, $69.95; softcover, $59.95. Contact:
Omnigraphics, Inc., Penobscot Building, Order
Department, Detroit, MI 48226; 800/234-1340.
Contains approximately 120,000 listings, including
nearly 90,000 fax numbers, 7,000 toll-free numUers,
charts, maps, and area and zip codes of top U.S.
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cities. Useful for human resources, career planning,
executive recruitment, and education counseling.

Stress, Heart Health and Weight Manageme~at
Kopy Kit by the National Wellness Institute, Inc.
Three-ring binder; 152 reproducible pages; $259.
Contact: The National Wellness Ynstitute, Inc., 1319
Fremont Street/South Hall, Stevens Point, WI
54481; 800/243-8694. Illustrated articles on the three
most common health and wellness topics,
reproducible for your training or promotional needs.
Other Kopy Kits—including Managing Troubled
Employees and Addictive Behaviors—available.

Reference Guide to ManagingAcidiction Progrrzr~i
by Anne Marshall Christner, PhD (ed.}. Manisses
Communications Group, Inc., 7992; 350 pp.;
$197.50. Contact: Manisses Communications
Group, Inc., P.O. Box 3357, Providence, RI 02906;
800/333-7771. Includes new program ideas, steps for
resolving problems, calculations, and other articles
on program management drawn from among
several industry newsletters. Includes update every
six months with purchase.

Coping With Stress in the Real World, produced by
Pyramid Film &Video in association with Mac and
Ava Motion Picture Productions. Twenty-four
minutes; VHS, $345; 3/4" U-Matic, $395; three-day
rental, $75; free previews for purchase considera-
tion. Contact: Pyramid Film &Video, P.O. Box
1048, Santa Monica, CA 90406; 800/421-2304.
Management and non-management employees dis-
cuss the means to identify and manage stress in the
workplace. Includes facilitator`s guide for group dis-
cussion and exercises.

Women, Wine f~ Wellness, and Fetal Alcnliol
S~ndro~ne, by Gerald T. Rogers Productions, Inc.
Nine and 10 minute videotapes, respectively;
1/2-inch or 3/4-inch, $195.00 each; both for $350.00;
$00.00 rental fee. Contact: Gerald T. Rogers
Productions, Inc., 5215 Old Orchard Roaci, Suite
410, Skokie, IL 60077; 800/227-9100. Two-part video
series on the effects of a1co11o1 on females. Women,
Wine &Wellness explains the physiological impact of
alcohol on females. Fetnl Alcohol Syndrome examines
the cause and effect of FAS and offers prevention
guidelines.

Recaverf aa2d Hrianan Pl:~siolog~: DrugAb~rse, by
AIMS Media. Eighteen-minutes; videotape, $345;
rental, $100; free previews for purchase considera-
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tion. Contact: AIMS Media, 9710 Desoto Avenue,
Chatsworth, CA 9111-4409; 800/367-2467. Docix-
ments the physical and mental affects of recovery
from cocaine, crack, PCP, heroin, amphetamines,
marijuana, painkillers, sedatives, and barbiturates
while detailing substitute addictions, combating
illness, stress and insomnia, and the special
problems women may experience in recovery.

Concerns of Children of Alcoholics, with Dr. Robert
Ackerman, Uy the Human Services Institute. Three
videotapes—Young Children of Alcoholics, Adoles-
cents, and Adult Children; each approximately 25
minutes; $99 each; three-day preview, $30 each.
Contact: Human Services Institute, 4301 32nd
Street West, #C8, Bradenton, FL 34205; 813/746-
7088. Covers topics relevant to each of the three age
groups and the implications for therapy.

Focus o~: Fat, by the Du Pont Company Health and
Wellness Programs, 1991. $239.00. Contact: Du Pont
Human Resources, Wilmington, DE 19898; 800/677-
1856. Health education kit providing five fat aware-
ness activities to reeducate people to small positive
steps to~n~ard better eating. Kit contains probrain
planner, game poster, food models, ready-to-copy
handouts, and resources.

Polio Informatioyi Exchas~.ge (PIE) Online, from the
Mental Health Policy Resource Center (MHPRC)
with a Center Colleague enrollment fee of $265.
Contact: MHPRC, 1730 Rhode Island Ave., N.W.,
Suite 308, Washington, D.C. 20036; 202/775-8826.
PIE Online is a computer database of policy-focused
materials regarding mental health treatment, systems,
and research. Also acts as a computer billUoard,
allowing you to work with distant colleagues or
puUlicize tipcorning events. One of many services
available to MI IPRC members.

Discovering NorrnaT: A Parenting Progra~ri for Adr~Ct
Children of Alcoholics and Tlteir Partners, ley the
Children of Alcoholics Foundation, 1992. Leader's
guide for self-help group. $50.00. Contact: Children
of Alcoholics Foundation, PO Box 4185, Grand
Central Station, New York, NY 10163-4185;
800/359-2623; 212'754-0656. Six-session curriculum
combines lecture, discussion, role play, and other
learning methods to help ACA's become snore
successful, confident parents.
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Steps to Success: Management of Psychiatric and
Substance Abuse Services, June 11-13, Seattle,
Washington. Sponsored by the American Hospital
Association (AHA) Section for Psychiatric and
Substance Abuse Services. Contact: Betsy Palka,
AHA, 840 North Lake Shore Drive, Chiclgo, IL
60611; 312/ 280-639G.

''- Sixth National Conference on Gambling Be-
havior, June 11-73, 1992, Cleveland, Ohio. Spon-
'sored by the National Council on Problem
Gambling, Inc., the Ohio Council on Problem Gam-
~ling, Inc., the Department of Veterans Affairs
;Medical Center, and the Cleveland Regional Medi-
cal Educational Center. Contact: The National
'Council on Problem GamUling, Inc., Conference
x'92, 445 West 59th Street, Room 1521, New York,
NY 10019; 212/ 765-3833.

~d'he Summer School of Alcohol Studfes, June 14-
26, New Brunswick, New Jersey. Sponsored by
Rutgers University Center of Alcohol Studies. Con-

`'" tact: Gail G. Milgram, ~d.D., Professor/Director,
Education and Training Division, Center of Al-
cohol Studies, Rutgers University, Smithers I Iall,
Piscataway, NJ 08855-0969; 908/932-4317.

Winning Strategies in Human Resource Manage-
ment, June 28-July 1, Las Vegas, Nevada. Spon-
sored by the Society for Human Resource
Management (SHRM). Contact: SHRM, 606 North
Washington Street, Alexandria, VA 22314;
80Q/ 255-2772.

~~1
Diving Into Diversity—Expanding Our Skills,
13th Annual Illinois Chapter' Employee Assistance
Professionals Association (EAPA) Conference,
my 10, Chicago, Illinois. Contact: Dan McFadden,

?312/ 645-0083.

21st Summer School of Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Other Drug Studies, July 12-17, La Jolla, Califor-
nia. Sponsored Uy the University of California San
Diego. Contact: UCSD Extension, 0176, 9500 Gil-
man Drive, University of California, San Diego, La
;calla, CA 92093-0176; 619/534-0406, ext. 94.

`:The New Jersey Summer School of Alcohol and
Drug Studies, July 12-17, New Brunswick, New
;Jersey. Sponsored by Rutgers University Center
Hof Alcohol Studies. Contact: Gail G. Milgram,
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Ed.D., Professor/Director, Education and Traini~
Division, Center of Alcohol Studies, Rutgers
University, Srnithers Hall, Piscataway, NJ 08855-
0969; 908/932-4317

Summer Institute of Addictions Studies, Augur
2-7, Columbus, Ohio. Sponsored by Ohio State
University. Contact: Ohio State University, Office.
of Continuing Education, PO Box 2701, Columbus
OH 43216-2701; 614/292-8571.

Ninth Annual North American Congress on
Employee Assistance Programs (NAC/EAP),
August 6-9, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Sponsor
sored by EAP Digest. Contact: Sylvia Matthews,
Conference Coordinator, Performance Resource
Press, Inc., 1863 Technology Drive, Troy, M~,.~
48083; 800/453-7733.

S epte~n.b e~~~`
Joint Occupational Health Conference: Interac-
tion'92, September 21-25, Ontario, Canada. Spon-s
sored by the Ontario Occupational Health Nurses
Association (OOHNA) and the Occupational Medi-
cal Association of Canada (OMHC). Contact: Robert
Baker, OOHNA Executive Director, Suite 605, 302 ;
The fast Mall, Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada M9B, .ti''
6C7; 416/239-6462. _.. ~

]Building A New Continuum of Ca'r`e Stra~'egies`"
£or a New Century, September 27-30, Indianapolis,
Indiana. Sponsored by the Great Lakes Training
Associates, Inc Contact: Great Lakes Training
Associates, PO Box 30005, Indianapolis, IN 46230;
317/ 2833~~5~,

,:.

OC~O~e~'

Coming Home—Back to Basics, the Drug and
Alcohol Nursing Association (DANA) 1992
Annual Conference, October 9-10, Baltimore,
Maryland. Contact: DANA, 720 Light.,•-
Baltimore, MD 21230; 301/752-3318.:

~arnily Therapy: The Next 50 Years, October 15-
18, Miami i3each, Florida. Sponsored by the American
Association for Marriage and Family Therapy
(AAMFT). Contact: AAMFT, 110017th Street
N.W.,10th door, Washington, D.C. 20036-4601;
202/452-0109.
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contim~ed from page 46

symptoms John experienced at die
time. He mentioned his military ser-
vice only after having been asked
directly. After acknowledging ]tis
tour of duty, he went on to talk
about his present anxieties. The
EAP professional then asked if he
had served in Vietnam. His reply
was, "Yes, but that's over ...it's
not a part of my life now," and
refused to discuss it further. In the
second EAP session, John said he
was "probably alcoholic' yet saw
no need to change his drinking
habits or seek assistance for alcohol
abuse. Also, he and ]tis wife had
gotten back together since the first
EAP session.

-Some Vietnam veterans do not
readily discuss their military back-
ground with counseling profes-
sionals. Even when asked about
his military history, John made no
mention that he had fought in
Vietnam. He only acknowledged
it when the counselor asked
about it directly. To ensure an ap-
propriate referral, it is imperative
that EAP professionals directly as-
sess military involvement and ask
specific questions about combat
or wartime duty. Veterans who
served in noncombat positions
may suffer from PTSD due to ex-
posure to life-threatening condi-
tions during wartime and the
experience of direct contact with
wounded or deceased soldiers.

Another area to be explored
with veterans is the recurrence of
dreams or flashbacks often
present in someone experiencing
PTSD. Some veterans report
having ongoing flashbacks.
Others may have experienced
them in the past.

If a veteran is identified as
having PTSD, referral to a local
Veteran s Center is appropriate.
Just as chemically dependent in-
dividuals find comfort and sup-
port relating with others who are
chemically dependent, those who
served in Vietnam can best under-
stand other veterans with the
same pain and experience. EAP
staff need to recognize the impor-
tance of peer support, under-
standing, and encouragement for
veterans. For those veterans who
refuse referral to a Vet Center,
other options may include refer-
ral to a private practitioner who is
also a veteran, or to local mental
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health centers or family service
agencies who have veterans on
staff. Many such centers offer
educational programs to help
veterans and family members un-
derstand the trauma of war and
its affect on hose who served and
their loved ones. Individual coun-
seling and support are also avail-
able at Veteran s Centers.

In summary, Vietnam veterans
may present to EAPs with issues
that may not appear related to
their military involvement. As
such, EAP professionals must be
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direct and specific when inquir-
ing into a client's. military history.
EAP professionals must also be
aware of the signs and symptoms
of PTSD, and become educated as
to the trauma associated with
military service so that indivi-
duals may be referred for appro-
priate assistance. ■

See page 59 for a list of references.

Rita A. Chaney, MS, CEAP, is an EAP
specialist for the St. Mary's Hospital
Employee Service Center in Decatur, Illinois.

SEVERELY TROUBLED YOUTH....

THERE IS AN ALTERNATIVE TO

PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALIZATION!

HOFFMAN HOMES FOR YOUTH
THE LOGICAL CHOICE

HOFFMAN HOMES FOR YOU'T'H, a residential treatment center for severely

troubled youth ages 10 -18

• PROVIDING QUALITY SERVICES SINCE 1910

• JCAHO ACCREDITED

• CHAMPUS CERTIFICATION PENDING

• PARTIAL HOSPITAL

• INDIVIDUAL, GROUP AND FAMILY THERAPY

• INDIVIDUALIZED TREATMENT PLANS DESIGNED AND

IMPLEMFhITED BYMULTI-DISCIPLINARY CLINICAL TEAMS

• DIRECT FAMILY INVOLVEMENT IN TREATMENT AND

DISCHARGE PLANNING

• NONPROFIT, RELATED TO THE UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST

• LICENSED PRIVATE SCHOOL ON GROUNDS

In South Central Pennsylvania near Gettysburg
Convenient to Baltimore and Washington areas

For information and Program Description contact
David A. Hertzfeldt, ACSW, LSW

P.O. Box 4777
Gettysburg, PA 17325

1-800-358-6087

1
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~ CONNECTICUT -
The Country Place
P.O, Box 668
Litchfield, CT 06759
203/567-8763 or 800/922-5223

A 27 bed medically supervised intermediate
psychiatric facility treating adults 18 and over in a
non-institutional setting. Individualized treatment
plans focus on semi-acute psychiatric patients,
those with dual diagnosis and those needing longer
term care for chronic illness. Multi-disciplinary
team includes physicians, eliniealtherapists, social
workers, psychologists, 24-hour nursing and
activities therapists. JCAHO accredited, state
licensed, member AHA. Treatment covered by
most insurers.

~ FLORIDA

AMI Town &Country Hospital/
The Alcohol &Drug Recovery Ctr.
6001 Webb Road
Tampa, FL 33615
813/884-1904 or 885-6666

A 20-bed private-room unit specializing in adult
chetnical dependency, we offer detoxification,
rehabilitation, and complete counseling services,
along with a medical director specializing in
internal medicine and addiclionology. The unit is
located in a med-surgical general hospital ranking
in the top 7`$, of JCAHO-approved facilities in the
nation. Tlie family program is provided along with
family &patient aftercare at no extra charge.
Admissions ate accepted 24-hours a clay.

Heritage Health Corporation
2000 Commerce Drive
Melbourne, FL 32904
407725-5222 or 800/782-1033

A 42-beJ inpatient program for treattnet~t of
alcoholism and chemical dependency. Heritage
also offers 24-hour crisis intervention, outpatient
alcohol and drug tteaUnent, intensive Family
Workshops, and aftercare. Treatment consists of
multi-disciplined, structured therapy, individual
treatment planning, individual and group therapy,
guidance through recovery steps, films, lectures
and introduction to AA and NA. JCAHO-
nccrcdilcd, licctised by State of Florida. Special
Impaired Professionals track.

~ GEORGIA ~~

Willingway Hospital
311 Jones Mill Road
Statesboro, GA 30458
800/242-9455

Willingway Hospital is a JCAHO-accredited
acute-care hospital which specializes in
alcoholism and drug addiction. The inpatient,
12-step program is designed for meri, women
and adolescents. Established in 1966, the 40-
bcd hospital is recognized as one of the 20
"Most Recommended" of The 100 best Treat-
ment Centers for Alcohol and Drug Abuse.

~ ILLINOIS
New Day Center of Hinsdale Hospital
120 N. Oak Street
Hinsdale, IL 60521
708/887-2652

New Day Center of Hinsdale Hospital offers
comprehensive, individualized treatment fot
alcoholism and other drug addictions. Family
members are fully involved in the treatment process.
Care is delivered through several modalities
including detoxiCcation, inpatient, day hospital and
intensive outpatient treatment. New Day Center has
the most extensive aftercare program in its service
area making us your best choice for effective
treatment.

~ MASSACHUSETTS ~

Wild Acre Inns
108 Pleasant Street
Arlington, MA 02174
617/643-0643 or 800724-4667

Wild Acre Inns provides community-based
psychiatric residential and day treatment throughout
11 locations in eastetti Massachusetts and Boston.
Our cost-effective programs enable adults and
adolescents to transition from the hospital to the
comtnunity or avoid hospitalization altogether. We
specialize in a full range of psychiatric disorders and
offer a comprehensive continuum of care. Treatment
goals and schedules are developed with special
consideration to individual and family needs.

~ MICHIGAN

Birchwood Center For
Chemical Dependency
1501 West Chisholm St.
Alpena, MI 48707
1-800/288-7242

Located iti the relaxed setting of Michigan's
northeast lower peninsula, Birchwood offers quality
staff and innovative treatment programs to fit the
needs of each individual client. Traditional and
intehsive outpatient services and residential
programs ate all available. Immediate openings.
Special programs available for women and family
groups.

Bay Haven Chemical Dependency &
Mental Health Programs
713 Ninth Street
Bay City, MI 48708
517894-3799 or 800526-7314
Toll Free in Michigan

24-hour referrals/information. Comprehensive
health services at Bay Haven include a 28-bed
inpatient mental health unit, partial hospitalization,
psychiatric intensive care, dual diagnosis, outpatient
mental health, and eating disorders. A 44-bed
chemical dependency program offers detoxification,
programs for adults, older adults, women, and
adolescents. Further services include relapse
prevention, EAP, onsite climbing and rappelling
tower, anJ family programs.

~ MICHIGAN cont.
Williamsburg Recovery Center
7224 Supply Road

Traverse City, MI 49684

616/947-9373 or 800/968-4673

Recognizing the diverse nature of chemical
dependency, Williamsburg Recovery Center

provides a multifaceted approach to treatment
and recovery. Utilizing a variety of treatment

interventions, programming includes: dual
diagnosis, urge management, family, relapse,
men's issues, women's issues, cocaine,
recreational therapy, ACOAs, codependency,
outpatient counseling, Ihtenslve outpatietlt,

prevention assessment, impaired professional.

~ NEW YORK -

Reflections Recovery Centre
521 East Avenue
Lockport, NY 14094-3299
716/439-8713 or 800/649-7020

Reflections is a 20-bed, short-term residential
treatment center providing comprehc~isive,
state-of-tlie-art care to alcohol and other drug
dependent adults. Located in scenic Niagara
County, the program is based nn the 12-Step
foundations of AA/NA with wholistic elements
of group, individual, dietary, recreational, aad
cognitive/educational elements. Family
involvement in the recovery process is stressed.

~ OHIO -~

Firelands Centre
2020 Hayes Avenue
Sandusky, OH 44870
800/334-3562

Firelands Centre offers variable length of stay
inpatient and outpatient alcohol and other drug
treatment services, and aftercare services up to
12 months. With 24 adult beds and 8 uJolesecnt
bets, we are JCAHO approved to treat both
male and female adults and adolescents. Out
modalities include AA, medical, psych social,
and spiritual. We also offer BABES, a
prevention intervention program for children.

~ PENNSYLVANIA ~

Colonial House, Inc.
3800 W. Market St.
York, PA 17404
717/792-9702 or 800/767-9702
(ADMISSIONS INFORMATION

An intense, 90-day inpatient alternative to short-
tetm treahnent. Anew facility built in 1992 by
Colonial House, anon-profit treatment center in
operation for over twenty years. The new 41-
bed, co-eV facility is designed specifically to
meet the needs of the chemically dependent,
combining function and comfort with an already
proven, successful program of treatment.
Colonial House closely follows the philosophy
of AA and NA. An individualized treatment
plan addresses the needs of each client.

~ PENNSYLVANIA cont. ~

Wiley House Treatment Centers

1650 Broadway
Betlilehem, PA 18015-3998

800/346-7827

Wilcy House, the National Ccnter for Kids in

Crisis, is a private, non-profit corporation with

headquarters in eastern Pennsylvania. We offer an

integrated continuum of residential, day trcalme~~t

and outpatient services to children, adolesecnts and

tlicir families. Trcalmetit programs are located iti

Pennsylvania and Indiana with customer service

offices in Florida, Pennsylvania auJ Tennessee.

For further information, contact• Supervisor of

Admissions, A00/346-7A27. For our National

Referral Network, dial 800-KID-SAVE.

■ TEXAS

HCA Sun Valley Regional Hospital

1155 Idaho
El Paso, TX 79902
800/444-1231
915/544-4000

Sun Valley Rcgiot~al Hospital is a full service

psychiatric hospital for the treatment of emotional

disorders and chemical dependency. Our mission

is to serve as the leading mental health resource iu

our cotnmuuity by providing established u~cntal

health treatment, prevention, and education. Our

team of professionals is dedicated to cxecllence in

paticut care. Inpatient, Partial Hospitalization,

D.ry Programming, Adult &Adolescent Program-

ming, Womens Program, Addictive Disorders,

Adolescent Resiclentiul Treatment.

Tl~e Oaks Treatment Center

A Brown Sdiools Psychiatric Hosp.

1407 W. Stassney Lane

Austin, TX 78745

S00/THE-OAKS

The Oaks is a specialty psychiatric hospital that

treats children and adolescents ages R to 18 wlio

have severe emotional at~d behavioral problems.

Thcsc patients need more than outpatient or sliort-

tertn hospitaliralion. Major diagnoses include

personality, affective, and conduct disorders which

arc often compounded by learning disabilities,

substance abuse, and family difficulties.

~ WISCONSIN

Kinnic Falls

900 South Orange Street

River Falls, WI 54022

800/525-4712

715/426-5950

Kintiic Falls, a 46-hcd Halfway House—Extended

Care ; acility, is anon-profit and has been in

continuous operation since 1973. Program is

12-Step based with comprchcnsivc coui~scling for

clients with multiple issues. Access to University

of Wisconsin resources. Near mclropolitau

Miuncapolis-St. Paul area.

new
>~DIRECTONS

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY REHABILITATION

"Recovery Starts with the First Step"

• Adult Inpatient Program

• Partial Hospitalization/Intensive Outpatient

• Continuing Care

• B.A.B.E.S. Program

• Family Program

• Assistance to Employee for Reentry into the
Workplace After Treatment.

1-800-777-4673
LET'S TALK!

501 Van Buren St.
Fostoria, OH 44830

A Service of Fostoria Community Hospital

1 ' ,

Since 1982, ELI (_~arnir~~ 5yst~~ms~has~ ~ee~n producing

employee education and supervisor training materials to

make the EAP professional's jab just a little easier. FLI'S

VIDEOS, WORKBOOKS, PAMPHLETS, and POSTERS have helped

thousands of employee assistance programs get the word out

to employees about their services, and educate supervisors

about important EAP-related issues.

If you could use a little help, call today for our new 1992

catalog.

F ~ L I I~ SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. BOX 2233 •PRINCETON, NJ 08543-2233

(609) 466-9000 •FAX (609) 466-2333
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Employee assistance is about potential—
toward optimal human and organizational
functioning—and EAP professionals have
always served as the agents of this change.

We invite you to take part in the 9th
Annual NAC/EAP at the Royal York
Hotel, Toronto, and participate further in
"The Face of Change." The NAC/EAP has
set the standard for professional develop-
ment, and this year is no exception. With
over 25 conference workshops and
activities scheduled, Toronto is the place
to be.

See you there.

~.~,~.

Banquet Speaker and General Sessions
Codependence: Healing the Human Condition
Dr. Charles L. Whitfield will discuss how codependence is a major manifestation
of being an adult child of a dysfunctional family and provide specific recovery
methods and practical psychology to help heal wounds including a strong respect
for the spiritual—Banquet Speaker.

Dr. Charles L. Whitfield I The Positive Power of Humor
Dr. Sharon Yoder will share the ways in which humor is being

used to make powerful and positive changes in employee
behaviors, attitudes, creative abilities, and health. She will also

describe the almost magical effects laughter can have as we cope
with problems and frustrations we face personally

and professionally each day—General Session.

-!„

..

Father Leo Booth

When God Becomes a Drug
Father Leo Booth will examine the causes and effects of religious
abuse and explore the relationship between religious abuse and
other addictions, especially sexual addiction and eating disorders. He
will also offer specific tools for recovery from religious abuse.

♦ Sexual Addiction: Its Cause and Recovery
with Patrick Carnes

♦ Codependence in the Workplace with
Orville Dean
EAP E3asics &Beyond: Preparation for die
CEAP EXAM

♦ Patient Matching in Chemical Dependence
Treatment
How Managed Care Firms Evaluate and
Negotiate with Providers

Plus...
A How Mental Health Benefits Are Designed

and the Impact on Collective Bargaining
and the EAP

♦ Engaging the Hard ro Reach Client
♦ Multi-Ethnic Sensitivity and tl~e EAP
A The Americans with Disabilities Act:
How it Affects EAPs

And Much, Much More .. .
Over 40 PDHs and NBCC and NAADAC
Credits Available.

From the Skydome and the Toronto Blue Jays,
p to the National Ballet Company of Canada and
~ the Ontario Science Centre, to Niagara Falls,
Q Toronto is yours to discover. Join us at the
~ 9th Annual NAC/EAP in one of the most
~—~ diverse and exciting cities in the world.

~ To Register ~
Registrations will be accepted
by phone (with major credit
cards), by mail, or by fax. For
an NAC/EAP brochure with
airline and hotel accommoda-
tion information, call

1-800-453-7733.

i
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LESLEY
COLLEGE

presents a

MASTER'S DEGREE
(M.S.M.) PROGRAM IN

MANAGEMENT OF
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
SERVICES & E.A.P.s

INTENSIVE RESIDENCIES IN
CAMBRIDGE, MA

School of Management

29 Everett St., Cambridge, MA
02138-2790

Call: 617/349-8690 or
800-999/1959 x 8690

✓here are
9,543 reasons
why YellowstonE

Treatment CentE
have been a nationa
leader in healing trot
youth for over 30 y
And the list starts ~
Sean.

Here are a few others

• Intensive psychiatric

treatment;

• A caring, real-world

approach;

• The unparallelled,

restorative beauty o

Montana location.

Turn treatment into re

Call 1.800.726.6755

our detailed brochure.

HESIOENTIAL TREATMENT FOH CHILDREN AGES fi~l)

YELLOWSTONE1~~/ Treatment Centers
1732 5. 72nd St. W. Billings, Montana 59106 3599
(40616563001 (80017266755
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Addiction is a Disease

A Treatable Disease
~~~ humbly offer this book, sharing personal
and oftenpainful details of my life, in the hopes
that it will give some the courage to take a
stand for themselves, to reach out for help."

Richard Turner, M.D.

For some, this book will be a revelation. It will
show them that no matter how hopeless their
condition may seem, there is still hope, a possibil-
ity for recovery. For others, it will serve as a
reminder of the lurking trap of addiction that
waits to ruin their lives and the lives of those
around them, And for yet others, it will provide
insight into the nature of the addictive disease
process and guidance on how to proceed to
make a lasting change to improve their lives.
Richard Turner, M.D., is the founder and medi-
cal director of Woodridge Hospital which spe-
cializes in the treatment of addictive diseases.

HARDCOVER ;14.95
PAPERBACK ~ 9.95

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL FREE

1-800/117-6369

x.~p~~,,..- v
,,:: ~ ~ ~ "

s:~, ~,

Qt Woodridgewe treat addiction as the life
threatening disease that it is. We know that
better treatment means better recovery. Our
peaceful location in the beautiful Blue Ridge
Mountains of North Georgia is the perfect set-
ting for our highly motivated treatment staff to work
with those who come here seeking recovery.

If you need
1-800/826-7950

~007~~17~~~
Clayton, Gwrgia 30525 pal
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PRODUCTS

Professional (Malpractice)
Liability Insurance For
• Individuals
• Employee Assistance Programs
•Alcohol &Drug Rehab Centers
• Group Homes and Halfway Houses
•Treatment Centers
•Counseling Centers
e Drunk-Driver Programs
• Outpatient Centers
•Directors and Officers Liability

(Nonprofit) Agencies &Boards
THOMAS E. VAN WAGNER

INSURANCE
21 Maple Avenue

P.O. Box 5710, Bayshore, NY 11706

(516) 666-1588
1-800-735-1588

Drugs
in the
Workplace

PREVENTION
DETECTION
TREATMENT

Monthly Newsletter

$275/year

Business Research
Publication

1-500-622-7237
FAX 212-475-1790 soos

EAPoAwE~R
`~ a e!

~Fi`e Intradi~ciiig:

EAPower
version 3.0!

MORE VERSATILE THAN EVER .
~t~'11itTiFl.~:ia~~I~T.7~1F~;

(800) 395-0033
in Maine: (207) 621-0033

DESIGN SYSTEMS
126 Western Avenue, Suite 191

Augusta, ME 04330

EAP POSTERS

Economical, Effective. Over 75 designs. Free
brochure. "Motivators," 12 Pickens Lane,
Weaverville, NC 28787.

Gettin g
Sober,

Ahands~ontreatmentguide
for professionals working with
alcoholicanddrugabusing

Getting
wQ~)

A MUST FOR F.APs!

Women.634pages, 27
chapters provide an effective
framework plus specific tools
to assist women in all phases
of their treatment.

The Women's

/' V. 45 
For further information call/write:

Alcoholism Program
6 Camelia Avenue,

us oollars.(S6e.95 plus Cambrid e, MA 02139
56.50 shipping and handling) 6~ 7661-1316

PRODUCTS, continued on page 61

•Enhance the effectiveness oP
your EAP.

•Hlgh-quality, timely, Informa-
tNearticles—ready-to-use.

• 12 articles peryearon such
topics as: mental health, fam-
ify fssues,stress, addiction.

•Fast, simple—and value at
under$15 per article)

Phone Noel Fl. Eggebraaten, MS, CEAP, at
414734-8500 to order your EA P Clips. Or write
EAPCIIps, 4321 W. College Ave., Appleton, WI
54914.
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PYOduCts, continued from page 60

A comprehensive and efficient
diagnostic interview

suddsTM
Substance Use Disorder
Diagnostic Schedule

• Interview time
30 to 45 minutes

• Designed for DSM-III and
DSM-III R criteria

• Checklist provides record
of symptoms and diagnoses

For more information contact

New Standards, Inc.
"Home of the CATOR Registry "

17 West Exchange St.
Suite 322

St. Paul, MN 55102-9804

1.800•))5.6299
/3 ~ 1

POSITION WANTED
EAP Manager with CEAP, MA & 10 years' ex-
perlence In corporate environment, seeks posltlon
in NJ or eastern PA. Strong background in tralning
and executive development. 908/534-1233

RESOURCE EAP INC.
Employee Assistance Program Consultants—
prov(ding services natlonwlde. Contact: Bob Ap-
pleby at 1-800-421-REAP.

Plan Ahead for the

SEVENTH ANNUAL
CAPE COD SYMPOSIUM

ON ADDICTIVE DISORDERS
"Abuse, Relationships and Managed Care" In-
tervention, Treatment and Recovery in the
Family, School and Workplace

September 17-20,1992
Cape Cod Plaza Hotel

Hyannis, Cape Cod, Massachusetts,
Exhibit Booths, Fun Run, AA, NA, AI-Anon

ACOA Support Groups

18 Pre-Symposium Workshops
PDHs & CEUs Applied For Earn PDHs

on Content Areas 3&4

Symposium Coordinator
North River Foundation, Inc.

476 Furnace Street
Marshfield, MA 02050

Boo/7s7-sosl
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Jobs Open, continued from pnge 60

Our client, a large hospital corporation in West Central Ohio is seeking an
individual to oversee, develop and direct a new treatment program for
impaired police officers.

This combination inpatient/outpatient and aftercare program is designed
to help police officers maintain sobriety, reduce stress and the incidence of
stress related illness.

Applicants must have a demonstrated understanding of police depart-
ments/personnel as a result of extensive consultingtraining with police
departments or as a police union negotiator or EAP coordinator. Master's
Degree in counseling or health care related field preferred. Three years
experience in chemical dependency program management along with
appropriate license and certification required. Excellent skills in market-
ing and communication are a must.

Please send resumes in care of:

~~~

Cameron-Newell Advertising
Confidential lieply Service Dept. JLP
7 Neshaminy Interplex, Suite 117

Philadelphia, PA 19053
EOE M/F/H/V

ea ao
The Drug-Free Catalog
For Schools, Communities,
And Workplace Programs

• Books •Conferences
• Videos •Newsletters
• Curricula •Periodicals

• Pamphlets
• Posters
• and more

Call for Your Free Catalog Today!

t ■ t

Performance Resource Press
1863 Technology Drive
Troy, MI 48083
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Organizational Trauma and the Influence of EAP

Thomas J. Delaney, Jr., CEAP

risis intervention and workplace trauma are
ideal issues for employee assistance program
(EAP) doctrine. The classic EAP'troubled
employee' provides the organization with

plenty of crisis experience. When large-scale trauma
from natural or personal acts rocks an organization,
a well-positioned EAP should be involved in the
organization's response. This issue of EAP Digest
provides advice on handling workplace stress and
trauma. It also gives me an opportunity to write about
organizational traumas that have been unfolding for
quite some-time.

The Exxon Corporation continues to suffer as a
result of the Exxon Valdez oil spill of 1989. Were
there ever an example of an organization needing
EAP help to right itself from continuing trauma,
Exxon is it.

In January, a U.S. District Court jury in Maine
found that Exxon had wrongfully damaged an
employee, Theodore Ellenwood, after removing him
as chief engineer of another Exxon ship because he
"admitted" to having been successfully treated for
alcoholism. Amazingly, the Boston Globe reported
that Exxon "...has no plans to change its policy
barring workers who have been treated for drug or
alcohol abuse from safety sensitive jobs."

This position reflects an arrogance Exxon has
demonstrated throughout its response to the accident
in Alaska. That it should continue despite the jury's
finding is no surprise given reports of Exxori s
defense at the trial. Exxon made no attempt to
defend its policy on safety or human resource
grounds. Instead, it claimed its policy is a business
necessity, a public relations ploy to stop the flow of
'customers tearing up their Exxon credit cards and
mailing them back to the company. (This makes
me wonder why the substance abuse field doesn't
mount a similar effort.) At the tria:, Exxon's medical
department reportedly testified that the policy would
actually promote unsafe conditions. Nevertheless, at
the insistence of the CEO, Exxon continues the often
discredited policy.

Exxon also defended the policy by saying it was in
step with the national mindset that does not accept
alcoholism as a disease. Although I was not called as
a witness, I traveled to Maine prepared to testify that
this was not how I believe the public thinks.

This brings me to another public entity so trauma-
tized that it seems unable to help itself—our federal

government's policy on substance abuse, also known
as the "War on Drugs." Across the country, I continue
to hear people express ever increasing acceptance of
the disease concept. Yet our national strategy does
not reflect this. Instead, we continue to hear the
rhetoric of the "Just Say No' squad. Although this
democracy has more people in prison than any other
country in the world, policy-makers in Washington
continue to repeat the same scenarios, just like a
dysfunctional family.

Perhaps a change in national administration will
bring about a change in policy. Apart from the fact
that the national elections will probably be decided
on other issues, and that Congress shaped the current
policies as much as the executive branch, this way
of thinking is akin to the family member who thinks
everything will be alright if only the "black sheep"
would change its ways. Somehow, the substance
abuse field has to snap out of its slump and take
responsibility for its own fate. Although EAPs are
involved in much more than substance abuse, we
are still part of the substance abuse field and may
be in a position to seize its leadership. I also think
states, communities,. and other associations have the
opportunity to stake out their own position while
Washington, D.C. is paralyzed. ■

Thomas J. Delaney, Jr.,
CEAP, former executive
director of the Employee
Assistance Professionals
Association (EAPA), is a
research assistant with
the Center for Work
and Family at Boston
University.
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The high pressure of today's business climate cost American employers $150
billion in 1991—that's more than the combined after-tax profits of the entire

Fortune 500.
But Krames' new Stress Management Training Program is systematically designed

to lower that pressure—and give your bottom line a much sunnier outlook.
The program works so well because, unlike other stand-alone products on the

market, it's a complete training system with employee workbooks, a supervisor's
training guide, and reproducible handouts and overheads.

To show you how easy it is to set up your own low pressure system, we'll send
you more information about the training program and a free sample of the employee
workbook. Call today and forecast bluer skies for your employees tomorrow.

~~

KRAMES
COMMUNICATIONS

Ff~FE SAMPLE BOOKLET: 1-804-333-3032, EXt. 1.~



li t ns ..then we hel .first we s e p
Adults •Adolescents •Children •Families
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CALL ' FREE ' ' ~
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HOSPI'I"AL OF TOPEI~t~

3707 S.W. 6th Street • S.E. Corner of 6th &Gage •Topeka •Kansas • 66606


